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Various low-lying electronic states of formaldehyde 

and acetone have been investigated, using molecular orbital calculations, 

to determine their involvement in the photochemical syste111. The pot-

ential energy surfaces of these states were calculated using the CND0/2. 

The results of this study show that the decomposition of 

formaldehyde to molecular products H2 and CO (process II) occurs via 

the ground state; the potential surface of this process was studied using 

configuration interaction methods. 

The pro(~ess leading to radical products in both acetone and 

formaldehyde (process I) can arise either directly from the singlet and 

triplet (n,V*) stat~s via a reaction path of no symmetry, or by crossing 

to the 3 (~,w*) stat~ should C symmetry be maintained. The ground state 
s 

is the only other s~ate correlating with radical products. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Chapter I 

An Introduction to ~1olecular Orhital Theory 

Considerable interest has b~en sho'{rn in the photochemical 

12 systems of formaldehyde, acetone, and other simple carbonyl compounds • 

These molecules are particularly useful for the investigation of the 

primary chemical and physical processes occurring upon the absorption 

of light. These molecules have reasonably well defined spP.ctra, undergo 

fluorescence or phosphorescence, and the products of the photolysis are 

few in number and are uncomplicated. 

From a theoreticai standpoint, the investigation of the 

electronic states involved in the photochemical system of formaldehyde 

and acetone is made practical by their small size. It is expected that 

a study of the excited states and the potential energy surfaces will 

aid in the interpretation of the data collected from studies of these 

molecules. It will also be useful in the elucidation of the primary 

processes undergone by photoexcited carbonyl compounds. 

Hartree-Fock Theorv3 ' 4 

A molecule, in general, may be considered as constructed 

of a group of nuclei, the atomic nuclei from which the molecule is 

constructed, which move, relative to each other, about a constant centre 

of gravity. About these nuclei move a number of electrons. The motion 

of the electrons and nuclei is described by a wavefunction, such that: 

- 1 -



E: The total energy of tha system 

H~ The total energy operatorg called the 

H(x,X) 

+ Vne (x,X) +Vee (x) + V nn (X) 

x: coordinates of the electrons 

X: coordinates of the nucleii 

MA: mass of nucleus A 

M: mass of the electron 

V :electron= .mel ear term g V (xX) = ne ne 

e2 the charge of the electron 

V :electron-electron repulsion term: ee 
2 -1 

Vee (x) m :E e r 
p<q pq 

If the wavefunction 9 !, is const~ained to be ~o~tinUOQSp single 

valued 9 and to vanish ~t infinity, then there will be a 

number of solutione to the Schrodinger equation, W1 , each with 

a discrete energy Eio These eigenfunctions Wi are called 

$tation~ry, or bound, states of the systemg H'i = Ei ~io 
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For a many particle system, it is clear that the solution 

of the Schrodinger Equation will be extremely difficult unless some 

simplifying approximations are made~ The Born-Oppenheimer approxima-

tion states that, due to the rapid motion of electrons compared to 

nuclei the energy of the system can be reduced to the energy contribution 

of the nuclei and the electronic energyo The electronic Hamiltoni.an 

is described as: 

Hel = ~h2 I: V2 

8'flln2 p·p 

Or, in atomic units 

ThUSp 

and the total energy of a system for a fixed nuclear configuxation 
I 

is 

E:;! £ + 

Since the eonce~n @f molecular orbital theory is the 

calculation of the electronic contribution, and evaluation of the 

nuclear term is straightforward 9 and is calculated separately, the 

superscript "elu t-lill be dropped from the Hamiltonian for sake of 

convenience., 

The electronic Hamiltonian can be further separated 

into terms H1 and H2 , the one and two electron operators: 

2 
H1 = 1:(-lJV - l:ZA 1/r A) 

p p A p 

= l:Hc (p) 
p 



H =· I 1/r 
2 p<q pq 

Due to the indistinguishability of electrons the term Hc(l) will 

c be identical to H (p): thus 

similall"ly: 

N: the no. of electrons 

-1 H2 = ~(N)(N-l)r12 

The wavefunction, i, can be approximated as a product 

4 

of independent one electron functions, 'i' which include a spin function, 

and will be referred to as spin orbitals. The product of spin orbitals 

must, as a result of the Pauli principle, be antisymmetrized: 

a: the spin function such that: 

s~ = ~ (h/211')a 

SZ is the spin angular momentum operator for the Z component 

of the electron spin. 

S: the spin function such that: 

sa = -~(h/211')S z 
Pi: a permutation operator which permutes the coordinates 

of the electrons. If the order, P, of Pi is odd, i.e., it 

permutes the coordinates of an odd number of electron 

pairs, the sign of. 'that eoapoJ;teat ·o.f the wave function changes. 



1 ~ normalization facto~ 
IN! 

The wavefunction~ ~~ is that of a closed shell state 9 

that is, each space orbital is associated with two electrons 9 one 

with spin component s
2 

~ ¥~ 9 one with spin component SZ = -~o The 

rest of this section will concern closed shell stateso 

The determi~.antal expression for a closed shell state is~ 

~l (1)- ~1 (l)n(l) 

Operating on ' with the Hamiltonian leads to the expression 

for the electronic energy of the system 

f'*~d~ = £ = /WH~dT~ 
PI* 'I'd~ 

when orthonormal wavefunctions are 

used 

For ~ ~1@@®~ ~h~ll ~onfigur~tion, ~hi~ 1~ ~q~ivalent t@ 
n nn 

£ ~ 2 EHi + EE(2Jij = Kij) 
i ij 

/f~!(l)~j(2)! ~i(l)Vj(2)dTldT 2 
r 

12 

/f~~(l)~j(2) 1 ~i(2)~j(l)dT1dT 2 
'['12 

The term H
1 

is the contrib~tion to the energy~ of an electron 

in 'i moving in the field of the ba~e nucleusg while Jij is the interaction 

of the smoothed out charge distributions '!~i and Wj~j' and is called the 

coulomb integralo The term Kij 9 called the exchange integ~al 9 reduces the 



interaction between electrons with like spin. 

A set of one electron orbital energies can be described 

such that: 
n 

Ei = Hii + ;{2Jij - Kij} 

where 

The LCAO Approximation 

To solve for the energy, the form of the one electron 

orbitals, ~i' must be specified. The Linear Combinations of Atomic 

Orbital approximation, LCAO, defines the molecular orbital, '1'1 , as 

the sum of atomic o·rbitals (<Jtll) 

'fi = I c cf> 

ll pi l..l 

To meet the requirement of orthonormality: 

where 

and 

E C* C S = ~ij 
ll'-' ll i "j ll'-' 

aij = Kronecker delta 

The charge density can be defined: 
occ 

where 

and 

P(R) = <f(p(R)I'f> = 2 'E. 'ft(R)'f1(R) 
i 

<'I'IMIV> = l'f*~dT 
occ 

P = 2 I C *C 
ll'-' i pi ~i 

p(R) n charge density operator 

6 



Substitution of the LCAO molecular orbitals ~educes 

E :s 1: P H + ~ E P P [(llv!:>tcr) = ~(lJI\jvo)J 
~v ~v ~v ~vAa ~v 1\a 

H · ~ I$ (1) He~ (l)dT
1 1JV 1J V 

The Roothaan Equations 

The variation theorem 9 using the method of undetermined 

multipliers states that the best value of the energy of the system 

will be obtained by minimizing the fun~tion 

G ~ E ~ 2E E £ S 
i j ij ij 

Eij are the undetermined multipliers~ 

The minimum is found by finding a stationary point in 

the function such that ~G = 0 fo~ a small change in the wavefunction 

In the LCAO approximation~ ~he exp~ession becomes~ 

occ occ 
E ~C* C 

1
H + E I {(~C* 

1
CA,jC .C + C* 

1
5C*, 4 C 1c _.) 

i '!Ji V l..l'V ij lJVAO" 1l 1\ Vl. Oj ll "·' V 01 

[2(1lvl:>to) - (llA.Iw>l}~r. I ~ <5C~ C S + ©@Wipl®~ ©@iij~ngate oo 0 
ijpv ij pi Vj ~v 

Since the oCl..li are arbitrary 9 the complete coeffici®nt 

of each cC* must equate to zeroo Thus 9 the equation leading to 
lli 

optimum values of c~1 is~ 

occ 
E {C 1:n + E 1: c,j*C ic ~2(l.rvj:\cr) = ('!Jliivcr)}:;: E £ EC"'jS "'~ 
'V v 1JV j A.o 1\ ~ a~' j ij v " 1l"' 

71 
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Eij = 0 unless i = j, without loss of generality. Thus, the equation 

reduces to: 

F = ~•v + ~ P, {(lJV!Ao) - ~{lJAivo)} 
lJV "" AC1 I\C1 

These equations, known as the Roothaan equations, must 

be solved iteratively. They can be written, in matrix notation, as 

FC = SCE 

Unrestricted Molecular Orbitals 

When an excited state of a molecule is formed, an electron 

is considered as being removed from an occupied orbital of the ground 

state to an unoccupied orbital. If we are considering one in which 

the number of alpha electrons differs from the number of beta electrons, 

say a triplet state, the wa~efunction will be written: 

p: the no. of alpha electrons 

q: the no. of beta electrons 

However, as there is an excess of alpha spin, then the 

environment of alpha electrons ~11 differ from that of beta electrons. 

Thus, th~ spatial lJavefunctions, '1'
1

, say, is allowed to differ for 

alpha and beta electrons. Therefore, '1'
1

(1) becomes ~~(1) and W
1

(2) 

becomes ,~(2) and is calculated separately from '1'
1

. Thus the new 

~vavP.function becomes: 
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and is the unrestricted wavefunctionG It can be shown that Roothaan's 

equations for an unrestricted ''17avefunction will become: 

Fa = H + 1: [PA (llv!).cr) P~0 (llcrl).v)] lJV lJV ).a 
0 

Fa = H + 1: [PA (llV!Ao) - P~0 (llcr!Av)] lJV lJV AO a 

1:(Fa as )Ca = 0 
V lJV e:i lJV Vi 

1:{FB s a 0 e:iSllV)CVi = 
" ll'V 

These equations are varied independently and: 

5 6 7 The Complete Neglect of Differential Overlap (CNDO) Method ' ' 

The CNDO method, first introduced by Pople, Santry, and 

6 7 
Segal ' is a semi-empirical method which makes use of the zero dif-

ferential overlap approximation. The CNDO method treats only the 

valence electrons and assumes the inner electrons, the so-called core 

electrons, do not significantly effect the bonding. These core electrons 

are treated as point char~es on the nucleus, thus reducing the ef-

fective nuclear charge. 

In the CNDO approximation, many of the one electron integrals 

are replaced by constants which are derived from experiments. 

The Zero Overlap Approximation. 

The zero overlap approximation states that any electron 

repulsion integral involving an overlap distribution can be neglected: 
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and also neglects the ove~lap integ~al in the normalization of mole= 

cula~ 10rbitalso The core integral@gH 9 involving oveTla~ inte~Tals· . lJ.V .1:'" eo 

are 9 however~ not neglected b~t are treated semi-empirically. The 

·The coxe integ1rals are divided into diagonal and off-diagonal elements: 

H 
~v 

r <'i-liv81v> 
BrA 

~ (lll-l/2V
2 ~ VAill> 

Fo~ the H te~ wbe~e lJ # V9 both on centre A~ 
. lJV 

cf> on A 
1l 

cf> on B 
\) 

the term U vanishes by orthogonality 9 pxovided the orbitals are 
ll'V 

of the type S 9 P 9 etca and not hybridso The zero ove~lap app~oxima-

tion neglects all monatomic overlap~ thus 9 the term (lliVB!v) will 

vanisho The terms (lllvalll) are taken to be independent of the nature 

of the o~bitals ~llo Thus~. the term (lljVB!ll) is replaced by VABO 

The integ'l'als (lllv iv) are neglected, as before, and 
c 

the remaining term HlJV for ~ on A~ v on B is replaced by S~v~ the 

resonance integral~ In this case 9 the overlap integral is not neg-

lectedo This will account for possible bonding effects of overlap, 

and the term 6~V is treated semi-empiricallyo This is accomplished 

by lt'epla.cing 81lV as: 

where 
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0 The term BA depends only on the nature of the atom, A, 

and is obtained by comparing, over a range of molecules, CNDO cal-

culations with good "ah initio" calculations. The values are ob-

tained by a best fit technique. 

The Roothaan Equations, upon substitution of the zero 

differential overlap approximation, become 

or, in matrix notation, 

FC = CE 

The elements of the Fock matrix, R, are defined as: 

~.u = H - (~) P (~~~l.lll) + t P,,(l.ll.ljAA) 
...... llll ll~ ~ 1\1\. 

Fl-IY = nl.lV- (~) Puv<llll!vv) 

The Parameterization9 ' 10 

Having substituted values for the term B
11
v there remain 

other integrals to be evaluated. As a result of the zero differential 

overlap approximation all two electron terms are of the form: 

YAB is, then, the average repulsion felt hy any electron 

on centre A due to the field of any electron on centre R. This term 

is independent of the nature of the atomic orbital $ , and depends 
ll 

only on the nature of the ~o atoms. In C~ID0/2, these integrals are 

evaluated in a straightforward manner, using the S valence orbitals 

as the functions: 
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The core matrix 9 H~~~ is expxessed as above: 

m. on A 
'flJ 

H = 0 
ll'J 

both on A 

• on A 
~ 

cflv on B 
The overlap matrix is eval~ated in a ~t~aightforward 

mannero The term VAB is evaluated in a similar manner to yAB 9 in 

that, the term is independent of the orbital, ~ 9 and th~ S valence 
~ 

o~i&al~ are used as functions. As the term is the inte~action 

between ~ny electron on A with the core plus nucleus on n, vAB is: 

ZB = the effective nuclear cha~ge on Bo 

The term U is defined as follows: 
llll 

U ~ -~ (I + A ) - (Za = ~)y 
l-11-1 1J 1l 6'& ~ AA 

I ~ the ionization potential from orbital ¢ centred 
~ lJ 

on Atom A. 

A = the electron affinity of orhital $ on centre A 
~ ~ 



Substitution of .the newly paramatized terms into the 

Fock mat~ix ~~~ults in~ 

F~~ ~ Up~+ (PAA-~ p~~)YAA + Bt~A) (PBBYAB - VAB) 

FPV ~ a:B S~V = (~) ppVYAB 

A 
FAA ~ I 'P~~ 

:\ 

The te~ (P8ByAB = VAB) can be factored: 

The quantity (ZBYAE = VAB) is the diffe~ence in potential between 

the valence electrons and the core of the cent~al atom, and is 

termed the penetration integrala This term is neglected in CND0/2, 

~s it is responsible for calculated bonding energies between centers 

3 
whe~e the~e is no bond order ~ Thus, the term VAB is replaced: 

and the element of the Fock Matrix becomes: 

and 

in which each of the terM$ has been ewaluatedo The expression 

for the energy becomes: 
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The Solution of Roothaans Equations 3-7 1 12, 13 

To solve the Roothaan's equations, an iterative procedure 

is followed. 

The value of the overlap matrix, S , is determined 
}J.V 

and then the Fock matrix is replaced by the- following approxima-

tion: 
0 

Flll.l = aAB~Y 

F\.ll.l = u1Jl.l 

The approximate Fock matrix is then diagonalized and the 

electrons are assigned in pairs (for a closed shell state) 

to the appropriate molecular orbitals (the lowest set for a 

ground state, etc). The density matrix, P, is evaluaJed from 

the coefficient matrix, C, formed in the diagonalization of F 

approx.: 

Pl.lY 

The sum being over all occupied orbitals. 

Thus, having P , a new Fock matrix can be contructed, F, 
1.1~ 

and the procedure is carried out until self-consistency is 

obtained. The degree of self-consistency is usually monitored 

by the convergence of the energy, the expression for which is 

given above. Thus, the pattern of the iterative method is, 

after evaluation of integrals: 

F + C + P + F + C + P + F etc 
-1- app 

"' "' E E E 

3-6 
Configuration Interac~ion 

In H~rtree-Fock theory, the wavefunctions of a many 
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electron system are constructed as the product of linearly 

independent one electron wavefunctions. The wavefunction of a 

molecule is, then, the product of so-called molecular orbitals. 

The molecular orbitals describe the motions of electrons about 

the nucleus and, when multiplied by the spin function of the 

electrons "occupying" these orbitals, are the one electron l.,ave-

functions above. By virtue of the nature of the approximation, 

the motions of electrons in molecular orbital theory are independent 

of the other electrons. Thus, the probability of two electrons 

being in a particular region of space is merely the product 

of the probabilities of each electron being in that region, 

independent of the presence of the other. This clearly will 

be too high, resulting in an overestimation of electron repulsion 

3-6 terms, and an underestimation of the calculated binding energy 

The contribution to the calculated energy of the 

system by the lack of correlated electronic motion, is called 

the correlation energy. The most accurate Hartree-Fock cal-

culation must, be in error by, at least this amount, thus, defining 

the Hartree-Fock limit: 

E • E - E HF ex co 

EHF: the Hartree-Fock energy 

E the true ener~y ex 

E the correlation energy co 

The correlation energy is often quite large, usually 

of the same order as the binding energy. 



3=6 It has heen shown that~ as well as giving rise to a poo~ 

estimate of binding en~~gies~ Hartree-~ock wavefunctions give poor 

correlation of electronic ~tates of a molecule with dissociation productso 

1-4 To correct thisg the mothod of Configuration Interaction (CI) is used 0 

c The CI wavefunction of a state ~i is exp~essed as the sum of a set of 

l~rtree-Fock wavefunction~~'j' multiplied by a mixing coefficient, c
1

j 9 

thus: 

The variation theorem is used ~o optimize these coefficientse 

In the calculations observed below, the set of interacting 

states was constructed from the virtual orbitals of the ground state 9 and 

1-4.11 the elements of the CI matrix were calculated in a straightforward manner 9 
Q 

A list of non~~ero off diagonal elements is tabulated below (see Tahle I)c 

The diagonal elements of th~ inter~ction matrix are merely the energy of ~ne 

Hartree-Fock states !
1

• 

The number of states used in the CI calculation was limited 

to all single exci~ation states and all states observed by placin~ two 

electrons in a virtual orbital at the expense of both electrons from one 

occupied orbital~ All other states were excluded as the effect of interest 

in the eo~~elation of states with product rather than the exact ener~y of 

a stateu That this exclusion of other states will not seriously effect 

the calculation can be seen frcm second order perturbation theory~ the 

second order correction to the energy, E2 , of a ~tate, Wi is: 

(2) 
F.2 '"" l:j Ej 

E~2) = Aij 2/Ei-Ej 

A1_1 = <'I' 11 HI! j> 
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When the difference in energy Ei-Ej, is large, E12
) 

will be small. As the states excluded will be of high energy, then the 

arbit~ary exclusion of these states will not adversely affect the cal-

culation to too great an extent. 
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TABLE 1 

The Matrix Elements of the Interaction Matrix: off diagonal 

Interaction states: 

State 1 State 2 

l + k j -+. n 

i -i> k i + 'i1 

ii +:.nn jj + nn 

i -i> k jj-+- kk 

i -+ n ii-+ kk 

i -+ k 11-+ kk 

0 ii+ kk 

ii -+ nn ii -+ kk 

elements * -** 

Matrix element: 

2 [ ( jn I i k) ~ ( j i I nk )] 

Hk1+~ 2(jj lkn}-(jnl kj) +2(inl ki)=(ii lkn) 

M~ any orbital occurring in both stateso 

= [ H j i + J 1 ( 2 ( nn.l j i) = Cni I jn ) ) ] + 2 ( k i r j k) -

(kkJ ji) 

(jij ji) 

-l2 (j 11 j i) 

v'2(ik Ink) 

12 (kkJik)=(iil~i) 

(ikjki) 

(nkjnk) 

1 * These a~e states of symmetry A1 ~ all @ther states will have 

** The symbol$ denote the molecular orbitals involved in the promotion 

of an electron, or acceptance of an electronm All other mo are the 

same in both stateso 



THE FORMALDEHYDE PHOTOCHEMICAL SYSTEM 

Chapter II 

Review of Experimental Information 

The Spectroscopy Carbonyl Compounds 
I 

Carbonyl compounds show a number of spectroscopic 

transitions in the ultrav~olet region. The lowest lying transition 

14-17 has been assigned as the (W*+n) transition, that is, an excita-

tton of an electron from a non-bonding orbital (which is usually 

considered as the 2P lone pair orbital centred on the oxygen) to 

an antibonding w orbital centred between the carbon and oxygen 

atoms. This transition is normally around 3.6 ev (340 nm) and 

has a low extinction coefficient,£ s 1514- 17 • 

There is a transition at about 6.5 ev (140 nm) with 

£ • 140014•18•19• there has been disagreement in the literature 

as to its assignment. 14 18 The transition has been assigned as w*+n' ' 
20 21 while other researchers have proposed ~0+n ' • A third transi-

14 18 tion, considered to be a Rydberg transition ' is observed for 

many carbonyl compounds in the region of 8.3 ev (150 to 160 nm). 

19 20 The intense transition, £ ; 4000, which occurs at about 9 ev ' , 

has been assigned to the v•~ transition. 

14,18 are : 

The observed transitions in the formaldehyde system 

360 to 390 nm 3
(v*+n) 

350 to 280 nm 1 (w*+n) 

- 19 -



There is a transition at 115 to 165 nm which has been 

transition~ but it has been established as the first of 

a ~exies of four Rydberg states~ starting at 175a6~ 

155 a 6 9 152 .. 4 and 139" 1 nml.5 ~~18 • No assignment h~~ ·b@®1m · 

20 

m.a.de of the{n• + ~ state which probably lies in the region 

beyond the Rydberg states~ a. region which ha~ not received 

m.uch attentiona 

The molecular orbitals of Formaldehyde 

Formaldehyde in the ground state, is a planar 

molecule of the c2V point group. There are a total of 16 

electrons in all~ of which we will consider only 12a The 

ls electrons of both the carbon and oxygen atoms do not 

contribute very much to the high energy molecular orbitals 

(m.o) of formaldehyde§ .and, as these are the moQ$11tesponsible 

for the photochemistry, the inner ~lectrons can be 9 to 

~ reasonable approximation~ ignoreda The 10 atomic orbitals 

(aows), occupied by these electrons~ give rise to 10 mo 9 s~ 

the symmetry labels of which are listed in order of ine~e&$ing 

o~bi~al ~nergies: 

la1 , 2a1 , lb 2 , 3a1 , lb 1 , 2b 2 P 4a19 3b 2 , Sala 

The 12 electrons will doubly occupy the lowest 6 orbitals 9 

The excited state 

c©nfiguxation will arise by populating the one or more of 

the vacant orbitals at the expense of the occupied orbita.lso 

Each configuration will give rise to a number of stateso 

Some of the low lying excited states are constructed belowe 
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====(Ja ) 2 (lb ) 2 (2b ) 1 (2b 1 ) 1 (4a ) 0 ====A 1 1 2 1 2 

====(3a ) 2 (1b 1 ) 1 (2b ) 2 (2b ) 1 (4a ) 0 ===-A 1 2 1 1 1 

====(Ja1 ) 2 (1b ) 2 (2b 2 )1(2b ) 0 (4a ) 1 ====B 
1 1 1 2 

The superscripts indicate the number of electrons in the 

moo As the excitations involve 6nly one electron 9 these 

configurations will give rise to two states each, a singlet 

and a tripleto 

The molecular orbitals are, for convenience, 

often described by terms carried over from the nomen= 

clature of diatomic specieso Thusi in the case of 

formaldehyde~ we will have two types of bonds, a bonds 

and 1T bonds o The a bond is di'll:'ected along the internuclear 

axes~ and extends 9 in general, ~ver the whole moleculeo 

The 1r bond l> assuming the molecule r.emains planar~> is a 

result of ©Verlap between the 2P. orbitals of carbon and 
·z 

©~ygen. As a result of orthogonality, it receives contrib~tions 

from no other atomic orbitals. Thus it lies above and below 

the molecular plane 9 and is concentrated in the region 

between the ca~bon and oxygen atom~o If~ howeverp the 

molecule deviates from pl~na~ity, a contribution will result 

from the hydrogen atoms, and the orbital will cease to 

The orbital~ can be classified further with 

~espect to their contribution to the bonding or anti= 

bonding character of the molecule, i.e., whether they 

will raise or lower the total energy ©f the molecule 

positive or neg&tiv~ owerlap between the various atomic 
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orbitals. Then orbitals, as they involve only two 

centres, ar·e either bonding or antibonding. The a 

orbitals, as they involve more than two centres can have 

positive .overlap between some ao's while negative with 

others, the bonding then being the net effect. Thus a 

orbital may be bonding overall, or bonding between some 

centres and antibonding between others. There is a 

special case where the total bonding effect of an orbital 

is negligible, these orbitals being designated n. The 2b 2 

orbital, although slightly bonding is so designated. 

Thus the state 1A 2 , which arises out of the configuation 

----(2b 2 ) 1 {2b
1

) 1 ,1,3A2 , is designated 1,3n, n*, similarly 

the 1,3A
1 

is 1,3 n, n* , and the 1 ,3B
2 

is~ .• ~ n,O*. The 

asterisk superscript designates overall antibonding. The 

a* orbitals are often given a subscript to denote the 

centres between which they are antibonding; thus CJ* co 
and a* CH

2 
indicates they are anti-bonding between the carbon' 

and oxygen atoms and the carbon and hydrogen atoms respectively. 

The low lying excited state in H2CO has been 

assigned to the 1 (n* + n) transition and has been well 

characterizedl4,15,18. The absorption extends over the 

range 320 nm to 220 nm and contains considerable fine 

structure, with a contiuum setting in at the short wavelength 

region. The singlet triplet absorption, i.e., 3A2 + 

is also observed from 365 to 393.7 nm and also contains 

cons id erabl e fine s true ture 14 '15 '18. This ( n* + n) 

transition is electronically forbidden but, due to coupling 
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Figure I: The Allowed Transitions of Formaldehyde in the c2v Point Group 
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of the electronic function with the •
4 

14,15,18,19 out 

of plane bending vibration, (see fig. II) the transition 
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is vibronically allowed. The upper electronic state, 1 A2 , 

has been shown to be non-planar, l4,15,l 8 ,l 9 and is, 

therefore, a member of the Cs point group and should be 

classified 1A". The barrier to inversion is very small, 

650 cm-1 , and results in inversion doubling in the levels 

of the v
4 

vi bra t ion 14 ' 15 ' 18 ' 19 • 

The selection rule for the transition can be 

determined by describing the transition either in terms 

or 1A1 + 1A 2 transition. For convenience 

they will be determined in the C2
9 

point group. For the 

transition moment to be non-zero the integral 

!: is the wavefunction of the lower state; 

i•: is the wavefunction of the upper state; 

r: the transition dipole moment operator. 

must transform as A1 • The electronic wave function of the 

ground state is A1 , that of the upper state is A2 • The 

operator has three components: 

x axis: b 2 

y axis: a 1 

Z axis: b1 

The vibrational wave-functions in the ground state transform 

for even levels as A1, and for odd levels as B1 (see fig. 1). 

The upper state, as it is inversion doubled, has the levels 

o+ o-, 1+ 1-, etc. The plus levels of the vibrational 
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wavefunctions transform as A1 , the minus levels as B1 • 

Thus the vibronic wavefunctions of the ground state transforms 

alternately as A1 and B1 , while that of the upper state 

as A2 and B2 . Thus transitions between the A1 and B2 , 

and B1 and A2 levels are allowed with the B2 components 

of the transition moment operation, and are called 

perpendicular transitions. 

In the absorption spectra there are a series 

of parallel bands which are·transitions between even-even 

and odd-odd levels of the ground and upper states which 

are very weak and have been identified as magnetic dipole 

induced transitionsl9,20. 

1 The lifetime of the ·~,1T* state of H2CO has 

been measured recently from emission in the gas phase 22 • 

The level excited was that involving the 1- level of ~4 
and 1 quanta of v6 • The lifetime was 27 nsecs. and is 

independent of pressure in the region 0.3 to 3.8 torr; 

the emission observed was from 420 to 500 nmeters. 

Unfortunately, the level excited does not emit, so that 

t 
the lifetime observed will be that of the 0 levels 

of the singlet, provided equilibration to this level is 

fast compared to the lifetime of the emitting state. 

The lifetime of the n2co 1n,w* state has also 

been reported23. For excitation of 3 quanta of 'Vi· 
(C = 0 stretch) the lifetime is found to be 103 nsecs, 

independent of pressure in the region 0.1 to 10 torr. 

However, excitation to the 1- level of \1' gives a pressure 
4 
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dependent lifetime, varying from 5 nsecs at 0 torr to 66 

nsecs at 10 torr. However, as in the previous case, the 

emitting state is not the one excited, but the o- level 

± 
An estimate of the lifetime of the 1 levels 

• of ·v 
~ 

in H2co can be made. As there is no evidence of 

predissociation in the absorption spectra to this level, 

then natural line width, AW, cannot exceed 0.1 cm-1, the 

Doppler broadening for the temperature at which these 

spectra are taken. The line width is given by the 

following relationship 24: 

C = speed of light 

T =natural radiative.lifetime 
0 

Tt = the mean lifetime of the 

non-radiative processes. 

for W to exceed 0.1 em, the total CL+!.J must exceed a 
To Tt 

value of 1010 . Since the natural radiative livetime, 

is of the order of 10- 5 sec25, then Ttmust be no greater 

than lo-10 • The quantum yield of emission, f , is defined 
e 

as the amount of light emitted by a particular level, 

divided by the light absorbed in exciting that level; 

thus, an undetectable emission will correspond, for a molecule 

with a low extinction coefficient such as H2co, to a quantum 

yield of emission of no greater than 0.001. Defining the 
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quantum yield as T + T /T ;; T /T • .the~ 'r /T !! 0.001. 
0 t 0 t 0 . t 0 

Thus, Tt is at least 10-8 , and the rate constant for 

non-radiative process depopulating the 1± levels of y~ 

in the 1u,n* state of formaldehyde lies in the region 108 

to 1010 s-1. 

The emission spectra, in the gas phase of the ln,W* 

state are independent of the excitation source, that is, 

the fluorescence and discharge spectra are identica114 •15 • 

There has been no evidence reported of triplet involvement 

in the vapour phase emission spectra15 • 20 • The only 

levels from which emission is observed in the 1 n, 1r* state 

:h ' ' of H2co are the 0 levels of Y4 and the first level of ·~2 a 

A very weak emission is also observed from the level in 

' which two~ quanta of ~:2 are excited. The n2co spectra is 
i 

similar, with the exception that the 1 levels of v4 
are also active in emissionl4,lS. 

The Photochemistry of H2co 

The spectroscopic analysis of the formaldehydel4,15 

I 1,3 .--r.. 
n~~-. states, despite the detailed studies, has yielded 

little information on the nature of the photon induced 

processes that lead to decomposition. The considerable 

fine structure in the absorption and emission spectra 

indicates a stable upper state. The vanishingly small 

± 
intensity from the 1 levels of the v·;. vi bra tiona! mode, 

in the emission from the upper state, puts a lower limit 

of predissociation of about 82 kcals/mole14,15. The lack 

of emission from these level~, although the absorption of 
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these levels is well resolved, indicates that the rate 

constants of the non-radiative processes depopulating this 

level are of the order of from 108 sec-1 to 1010 sec-1. 

Evidence for triplet involvement in the photochemistry 

comes from two sources. Degraff and Calvertl6, on the 

basis of a study in which mixtures of biacetyl and formal

dehyde-d2 were irradiated at 3130 i, found phosphorescence 

of biacetyl preferentially excited. In a study conducted 

by Smith and Meyerl7 of matrix isolated formaldehyde at 

low temperature, phosphorescence emission was observed. 

The lifetime of this emission was measured as 1.1 ± 0.2 sees. 

at 20°K in Krypton. The lifetime was dependent upon the 

temperature and the matrix material but the radiative 

lifetime of the triplet of formaldehyde can be given a 

lower limit of 1.1 sees& Thus, this places an upper limit 

on k , the rate constant of phosphorescence emission, as 
p 

approximately 0.9 sec-1. Thus, the triplet can have a role 

in the decomposition processes and yet not be observed 

in the gas phase by emission, as the rate constant for emission 

is so low. 

Further information about the formaldehyde 

photochemical system comes from studies of the decomposition 

yields16 • 26 ,27. This study is, however, complicated by 

virtue of a tendency of formaldehyde to polymerize at 

room temperature, while a chain reaction is initiated at 

temperatures high enough to prevent this polymerization. 

The chain is sufficiently large at temperature of 300°C 



that excitation at 313 nm has a •d of the order of 100, while it 

s drope to a value near unity at 100°C , where -A is defined as: 

(no. of molecules undergoing process A)/(no. of molecules absorbing 

light). Thus, extensive temperature studies are not feasible. 

26-28 The decomposition results mainly in the products H2 and CO , 

with decomposition being postulated to occur via two mechanisms: 

hv 

I 

h'V 

II 

H + HCO 

There is conflicting evidence in the literature con-

cerning the wavelength dependence of these two processes. Iodine 

26 27 29 inhibition studies and isotope scrambling studies ' ' indicate 

that, at temperatures near 100°, the ratio 'II/•I is proportional 
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to wavelength, that is (8II predominates over -I at larger wavelengths. 

16 The ~adical trapping study of Degraff and Calvert , however, shows 

an opposite effect. 29 That study has been criticized because the 

amount of inhibitor required to remove all radicals was only cali-

brated for one wavelength, 313 nm. As a result, any radical produced 

H2 arising due to insufficient trapping would be attributed to 

process 11 instead of process 1. 

27 Klein and Schoen observed the ratio of ~11/01 as 

a function of pressure at 3655 X. It was found to be 2.0 at 

a pressure of 26.8 torr while at a pressure of 221.9 torr, the 

ratio was 0.2. This study was carried out at 140°C, where the 

chain length is near unity, and the excitation is to the lowest 

vibrational levels of the upper state. As a result, 
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the only effect of pressure would be thermal excitation 

to higher levels of the upper state. This would explain 

the anomalously low predissociation limit for formaldehyde, 

= 82 kcal/mole as opposed to DH-COR of 85 kcals/mole for 

such molecules as acetaldehyde 29 • Photoionization experiments 

lead to a value of 85.1 ± 1.4 kcal/mole3° for D-CHO, while 

Walsh and Bension31 find a value of 87 ± 0.1 kcal/mole from 

kinetic studies. Thus, if the formaldehyde, upon being 

excited with 365 nm radiation, can be thermally excited to 

the higher vibrational levels, then the observation of 

radical Products 26,27,29 f i ti hi 1 th rom exc ta on at t s wave eng 

is consistant with a dissociation limit higher than the 

energy absorbed. 

While the evidence is quite strongly in agreement 

with an increase in the ratio of 011 /-I with increasing 

wavelength, little else is known about the formaldehyde 

photochemical system. There is no strong evidence concerning 

the role of the triplet state in the decomposition except 

that it is formed and does not convert to the ground state 

by a radiative process. 



Chapter III 

The Calculations on the Formaldehyde System 

The Equilibrium Geometries and Transition Energies 

As there is, then, littla information concerning 

the decomposition of formaldehyde, molecular orbital 

calculations were performed to evaluate the role of the 

various states of formaldehyde in its photochemistry. The 

correlation of various states with products and the nature 

of the decomposition path was investigated. The results 

of this study mre discussed below. 

Calculations were carried out on the various 

electronic states of formaldehyde to obtain the equilibrium 

geometries, and the vertical and 0-0 transition energies. 

The results of the calculations are collected in tables II 

and III. The calculations were carried out using the CND0/2 

approximation described in chapter I, are the coordinate 

system is described in figure III. They were performed on 

the triplet and singlet excited states arising via the 

promotion of one electron, as well as closed shell excited 

states. The SCF calculations on the singlet states were 

performed using the method of Kroto and Santry32 • The 

programmes used to perform these calculations were supplied 

by Dr. D. P. Santry. 

The equilibrium geometries were calculated by the 

following method: an initial geometry was used, that of the 

ground state or some similar excited state or the 

experimentally measured geometry, then one of the bond 

- 33 -
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TABLE II 

A Comparison of Observed 34 and Calculated Geometries of ,H2CO' * 

State Thet(l)@ Thet(2) 0 PS0 

R(l) R(2) R(3) Ene1r~y 

Atomic Units 

GS Calc 57a0 57 .. 0 ro 1.24 1.117 1.117 -26 .. 8395 

obs. 57.9 57 .o 0 1.210 1.,102 1.102 

1 n,w* Calc 62.75 62.75 0 1. 31 1 .. 10 1.10 -26 .. 7136 

obsro 59.5 59.5 20.5 1.32 1a092 1 .. 092 

3 n,w* Calc 58o0 58a0 35.0 loll 1 .. 11 1.11 -26.7336 

cbs. 60o5 60o5 38o0 1.31 1.08 1.08 

3Tr 'IT* 
' 

Calc 57o6 57.6 28.0 1.38 1.11 1.11 -26.6527 

obs. 

3 
n,~ Calc 78.0 78.0 lro255 1.30 loJO -26.5920 

obs. 

* The Coordinate System is given in Figur~ IIIG 
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TABLE III 

A Comparison of Calculated with Observed34 Transition Energies of H2co 

State Vertical Transitions 0-0 Transitions 

Calculated Observed Calculated. Ohserved 

G. S. lA 0 0 0 0 
1 

1 lA (lA") 3.95 3.5 5.4 3.7 3.58 (n,7T*) 
2 

3 (n, 11'*) 3A(3A") 3.4 3.13 3.44 2.9 3.21 

1 (n,o*) lB 
2 

3(n,o*) 3B 
2 

7.30 6.7 

1(7T,lT*) IA 
1 11.5** 

3(11',1T*) 3A 
1 6.76 5.1 

** obtained from the CI calculation. 
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lengths or bond angles was varied until a minimum energy was 

obtained. This procedure was carried out for all the 

remaining parameters, one at a time. The cycle was repeated 

until no significant change occured. 

In general, good agreement is obtained for the 

calculated geometries and those observed experimentally (see 

Table II and III). There are two notable exceptions, the 

carbon oxygen bond length in the ground state and the angle 

made by the carbon oxygen bond with the carbon hydrogen 

plane in the 1A2 (1A") state. The poor ~rbon-oxygen bond 

length in the ground state seems to be a result of the 

CNDO approximations7,32,33. The contributions to the 2b 2 

orbital in the ground state, by the carbon and oxygen 

atomic orbitals are strongly antibonding, (see appendix). 

In fact, states which arise from depopulation of this 

orbital give a bond length which agrees more favourably 

with that observed. 

The oxygen out of plane angle for the equilibrium 

geometry is in error by some 20° (see Table II) and, in 

fact, gives no barrier to inversion (see above). The 

calculation does, however, show that the angle can be 

varied some 10° from planarity with no increase in energy 

(see Fig. IX). The energy increase upon further changing 

- . 0 
the angle is quite small (a change of 20 from planarity 

increases the energy by 0.0003 Au or 0.2 Kcal/mole). Thus, 

although the calculation doesn't actually show a barrier 

to inversion, it does reflect the fact that there is very 
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little resistance to motion through the plane. The barrier 

has been estinated, from spectroscopic data, to be 650 cm-1 

or 1.85 kcals/mole18 ,19. 

The energies were calculated'of both the 0-0 and 

vertical transitions for a number of states and are tabulated 

in Table III. Unfortunately, the energies for the singlet 

and triplet of the n,~* states are the only ones which can 

be compared with the observed values (see preceeding 

discussion on the spectroscopy of formaldehyde) and for 

these there is good agreement (see Table III). 

The singlet excited states were calculated using 

the me~hod discribed by Kroto and Santry3 2 . The method 

involved the simultaneous independent calculations on three 

sets of orbitals, the core orbitals, i.e. those orbitals 

that are doubly occupied, and the molecular orbitals that 

were occupied by a single electron. Thus, convergence was 

somewhat slow and oscillatory. The calculations were also 

extremely sensitive to geometry in that, at a geometry 

where two mol~cular orbitals had similar energies, the 

program would alternately populate one orbital and then the 

next, resulting in a divergence. This switching was 

uncontrollabl~, and the calculations for the singlet energies 

of •n,a * and ·~ ,w* states could not be performed. The 

vertical transition energy quoted for the 'n,n*state, in 

Table III was obtained from the configuration interaction 

calculation which is described below. 

There is reasonable agreement between the values 

calculated in this study and those reported by other 
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researchers (see Table IV), the one exception being the · 

transition energy for the 3n,a* state. The value obtained 

is somewhat lower than th~ reported by Beunker and 

Peyerimhoff 33 • This is due to the fact that, while the 

value quoted in this study was obtained by a single SCF 

calculation, that of Beunker and Peyerimhoff 33 was the 

result of a detailed Configuration Interaction calculation. 

It should be noted that the transition energy calculated 

for the·~,~· state based on a simple C.I. calculation agrees 

extremely well (11.55 ev VSo llo72 ev) with Beunker's valuea 
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TABLE IV 

Transition Energies (ev) 

A Comparison of Various Calculations of the Transition Energies 

0-0 Transitions 

Bene 35 Geuisner 36 Beunker 33 Whitter 38 This 

& Pretre & Segal 37 
& & 

State Jaffe Pullman Peyerimhoff HacY.meyer Study 

CIS CISD 
1 (lA ) 1 A" 3.4 4.61 5.45 3.7 (n,1r*) 2 

3(n,1r*) (3A )2A" 
2 

5.02 5.45 2.9 

1 lB 11.27 9.83 (n,cr*) 
2 

3(n,oir) 3B 
2 

6.7 

1(1r,7r*) (lA )lA; 
2 

9.3 11.44 

3(7T,7r*) (3A ) 3A' 
1 7.63 8.54 5.1 

Vertical Transitions 

1 (n,Tr*) (lA )lA" 
2 

3.83 ev 3.43 ev 3.80 1.95 

3(n,n*) (3A )3A" 
2 3.46 3.01 3.38 3.4 

1 (n,cr*) lB 
2 

8.12 10.44 

3(n,o*) 3B 
2 

9.55 7.3 

1(11",11"*) (lA )lA' 
1 

15.6 11.72 11.31 11.5* 

3(7T,1f*) (3A )3A' 
1 4.99 5.66 6.76 

* from the CI calculation 
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The Photodecomposition to Molecular Products 

The decomposition products, B2 ~nd CO, appear to arise 

via two different pathways, that is, via a direct molecular 

split and a split into the radical products H and HCO. An 

attempt to determine the path leading to a particular product 

demands a knowledge of the states which will give rise to these 

products, i.e., what state er: states would result if form-

aldehyde were to be formed from the products. This information 

18 
can be obtained from the Wiper-Witmer correlation rules • 

The application of the correlation rules will yield a list of 

states that leads to a particular set of products. However, 

they will only be identified in so far as the multiplicity 

and symmetry are specified. 

The Wigaer-Witmer rules were applied to both the 

radical produ~ts and the molecular products of the decomposition, 

and the results are shown in the Fig. XIII. There is only one 

state giving rise to the molecular split, which is a singlet 

1 state, A1 if the molecule retains c2V symmetry throughout the 

reaction, and 1A' if the path involves a distortion of the 

molecule to Cs symmetry. 

Inspection of the virtual orbitals of the ground state 

(see appendix) shows that the 4a1 orbital has characteristics 

which would lead to a molecular split. The orbital is bonding 

between the t~o hydrogen atoms, and the ~arbon and Oxygen atoms, 

while being strongly antibonding between the Carbon and two 

hydrogen atoms. Thus, it would seem reasonable that if this 

orbital were doubly occupied at the expense of another orbital, 
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the 2b 2 non-bonding orbital, this state would lead to the 

correct products. 

To test this hypotheses, a calc~lation was performed, 

. 2 ~ 
using a closed shell CND0/2 program, o~ this n ,af!~ state, 

1 which is A1 • This electronic configuration was specified as 

the molecule was distorted along a c2V path, that is, the two 

hydrogen atoms were drawn away from the carbon centre symmetrical! 

about the C=O axis, while maintaining planarity. The energy 

for the optimum configuration for a particular C-H distance was 

found to decrease as the C-H distance increased. Also the 

optimum geomeery tended toward a smaller H-C-H angle as the C-H 

distance increased. 

The carbon oxygen bond distance in formaldehyde was 

specified as that in the carbon monoxide molecule in its ground 

state. The equilibrium geometry of carbon monoxide was calculated 

using the same computer programme as for the formaldehyde 

calculations. The eaeva,~of the formaldehyde was then studied 

as a function of hydrogen-hydrogen distance and carbon hydrogen 

distance, and ehe energy was found to smoothly approach a 

value equal to the sum of the electronic energies of an islolated 

carbon monoxide and hydrogen molecule, both in the ground 

state (see Table V and Figures V-X). That this was, in fact, 

the lowest energy state was tested by specifying the lowest 

energy molecular orbitals to be occupied, irrespective of 

symmetry. The same configuration resulted. 

Thus, it is clear that the SCF state 
2 _.2 n ,u- leads to 

the correct products, that is carbon monoxide and hydrogen 



TABLE V 

1 2 2 Energies of Decomposition Products of H
2
co (n ,a* ) 

Molecule 

co 

H2 

Total H
2 

+ CO 

H2CO l(n2,o*2) 

Energy 

at equilib. Geom. 

25.0621 Au 

1.47465 Au 

26.53675 Au 

26.5368 Au 

Equilib. Geom. 

1.191 X 
o.1s R 

RC = 0 
R CH 
RH-H 

1.191 .R 
2.6 R 

.74 .R. 

43 
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Figure VI: The Energy of CO vs. Bond Len~th (Ground State) 
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Figure X: Energy of H2co vs. Theta State 
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molecules in their ground electronic states. However, it is 

to be noted that CO and H2 are the lowest energy products, 

and, in fact, have virtually the same energy as ground state 

formaldehyde: the products have an energy of 1.3 kcals relative 
16 

to that of ground state formaldehyde Thus, the dissociative 

2 2 surface of the n ,a* state must cross that of the ground statee 

Since the ground state is also 1A1 , this is prohibited by the 

non-crossing rule. 

Thus, while the non-crossing rule appears to prohibit 

the n2,a•2 state from correlating with the ground state 

products, i.e. the molecular products of the dissociations, the 

configuration of the state at ·~~- carbon hydrogen bond 

lengths is that of isolated carbon monoxide and hydrogen molecules. 

That state which will give rise to these products must, then, 

~quire a similar configuration. This assumption is reasonable 

as the extent to which one configuration mixes with another 

depends upon the energy difference between the atates (see above), 

which is dependent upon the geometry. Thus, as the molecule in 

its ground state is distorted along the path leading to molecular 

products, the CI description of the state will contain a 

greater contribution from the n2,a*2 state. Thus, it can be 

expected that the ground state of formaldehyde will look very 

much like the SCF description of the n2,a*2 state as the 

molecule begins to form the products CO and H
2

• 

The CI calculation performed was done as follows: the 

interacting states were constructed fromthe virtual orbitals 

of the ground state by exciting one or two electrons from the 

occupied orbitals into a virtual orbital. All 1A
1 

states 
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involving the excitati~al of one electron, and all closed 

shell states arising from the excitation of two electrons were 

included in the interaction matrix. The details of the cal-

culation have been described above. 

The calculated surface (see Figs. XI and XII) shows 

the variation in the potential energy of the formaldehyde 

molecule as a function of the coordinates of the two hydrogen 

atoms. The coordinates of the hydrogen atoms are varied with 

the restriction that the molecule remain planar and retain C~ 
LV 

symm•try. The carbon-oxygen borid lerigth chosen was 1.24 i. 

The surface was constructed by plotting equal energy 

contours as a function of hydrogen-hydrogen (H-H) bond distance 

and ~arbon to the centre of the hydrogen-hydrogen bond 

distance (C~H). These contours were obtained from plots of 

(H-H) distance versus potential energy for particular values 

of the (C~HH) distance and vice versa. 

The Reaction Surface 

The surface has been constructed in two sections, 

for reasons given below (see Figures XI, XII). The first 

section makes use of the virtual orbitals of the ground state, 

2 
i~e., the SCF state having the configuration (la1 ) (2a1 ) 

2 2 2 2 2 (lb 2 ) (3a1 ) (lb 1 ) (2b 2 ) • The ground state, at the equilibrium 

geometry is described almost exclusively as the SCF ground state, 

' the coefficnet of mixing being 0.982. The second section makes 

use of the SCF state ·n.2 ,a*2 as the ground state, that is the 

2" . 2 
configuration •• (lb

1
) (2a

1
) • 'The coefficient of mixing of this 

state to the ground state is 0.987, for a set of coordinates 

corresponding to a carbon monoxide molecule at a distance of 
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Figure XI: Potential Energy Surface for Ground State Formaldehyde Part A. 
Energy plotted ·in units of.O.Ol A.U. as a function of H-H distance (R H-H) 
and Carbon to centre of H-H bond distance (R C HH). The molecule maintains 
C~ symmetry, and the occupancy is the lowest energy orbitals. They are 

v ( 2 ( )2 ( 2 t e following: 3 a 1) , 1 b1 , 2 b2) .• 
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Figure XII: Potential Energy Surface for Ground State Formaldehyde Part B. Energy plotted in units 

of 0.01 A.U. as a function of H-H distance (R H-H) and Carbon to centre of H-H bond distance (R C HH). 
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3~ from a hydrogen moleculea 

As the molecule travelled 2 path toward dissociation 

into molecular products~ the mixing coefficient of the ground 

state in the CI description of the n2 ,o*2 state and vice 

versa approached equalityc As the coefficients approached 

each other, the difference in energies between the two .states 

became first smaller and then began to divergeo This is a 

consequence of the non-crossing ruleo As two states of the same 

symmetry approach each other in energy as they follow a 

particular coordincate in n-dimensional space, they must begin 

to repel each other, and the states must divergee 

When performing a calculation of this type there are 

two aspects which must be considered. The first is that, as 

a result of the approximate methods used, the energies of two 

molecules cannot be compared. Thus, the calculated energy 

of the formaldehyde molecule, in its ground state cannot be 

compared with the energy of the molecular fragments for 

molecular hydrogen and carbon manoxide. In this case the energy 

of the molecular product is calculated to be far higher than 

the energy of ground state formaldehyde when, in fact 9 they are 

almost equal. This effect will result in a potential energy 

surface in which the energy change along a potential path to 

products will ·be superimposed upon the inherent energy increase 

on the molecules moving on the path tends towards the fragmentse 

As has been mentioned earlier, this type of calculation 

can be sensitive to geometryo Thus, specification of a particu

lar electronic configuration can lead to oscillations for 

particular geometries, usually whe~ the molecule is distorted 
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from its equilibrium geometry for this configuration. 

As a result, the surface could not be calculated in its 

entirety by specifying the same electronic configuration for 

the SCF states whose orbitals are used to construct the virtual 

states of the interaction matrix. Thus, when the energies of 

2 2 the ground state and the n ,a* state crossed, the state with 

the lower energy was used as the SCF state. The virtual states 

used in the interaction matrix were constructed by the excitation 

of one or two electrons from an occupied orbital and placing 

them in a virtual orbital. By changing the configurations of 

the SCF state, then, many of the states previously calculated 

disappeared from the matrix as they would involve three and 

four electron excitations, and were replaced by others. This 

results in a difference in the CI matrix and is reflected in 

a change of energy in the CI ground state. As a result, there 

is a discontinuity in the surface, and the surface is constructed 

in two parts. This could be overcome by using a complete 

1 interaction matrix involving all possible A1 states, but, it 

is the shape of the surface which. is of interest, not the 

absolute magnitude of the energies. In the region where both 

"halves" of the potential surface overlap it is seen that the 

contours are of the same shape and direction, apparently only 

differing in energy. 

The surface is typical of what is expected for a stable 

molecule such as formaldehyde. The contours of the surface 

are plotted 0.01 au (0.21 ev) apart and form closed loops about 

the equilibrium geometry of the molecule, the contour being 

oval s:ttaped. Inspection of the surface show that for any 

extension of the (CiHH) bond lengths, the energy required is 
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lowered by decre2sing the (H-H) bond distanceo This trend 

continues until the maximum of the reaction surface is 

reached, and uxn··shaped region from which the energy falls off 

sharply as the (ClHH) distance is increasedo 

At a (C~HH) bond length of about le4 K the surface 

falls away sharply along a constant (H-H) bond distance to 

products. The surface becomes, at a distance of 2 i essentially 

that of a hydrogen molecule, the energy being independent of 

the (~·c.L JliiH) distance., 

To construct the surface~ a number of constraints had 

to be placed on the disgociative mechanism: the molecule remains 

planar throughout the dissociation, the path retains symmetry 

about the carbon-oxygen axis and the carbon oxygen bond ~~h 

remains constant, at L24 X. This was done to reduce the number 

of variables so that a three dimensional surface could be plottedo 

The carbon oxygen bond length will undoubtedly change 

th~oughout the dissociation. Thus~ the surface will be some= 

what distorted because of ito That the molecule would remain 

planar is not known~ but it is doubtful that there would be 

any energy decrease in becoming non-planar. 

The energy c©ntours~ in the region of very short 

(C .Lif.·H) distance and larger (H-H) distance Sl are quite widely 

spaced, the surface being somewhat shallow in this regiono 

The surface could be plotted for negative coordinates» 

and one might suppose that the interaction of the hydrogen 

atoms with the orbitals of the oxygen atom would lower the 

energy barrier to dissociation to the molecular pro9uctso 
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Figure XII shows that this supposition is incorrect and that 

the energy rises quite steeply for motion in this direction. 

While this orbital energy is lowered, the nuclear repulsion 

energy rises quite sharply and the overall effect is a sharp 

rise in energy. 

The result of the calculation indicates that the 

molecular products, hydrogen and carbon monoxide in their ground 

states, arise via the decomposition of the formaldehyde 1round 

electronic state. The path followed in this decomposition is a 

lengthening of the carbon hydrogen bond length accompanied by 

the simultaneous shortening of the hydrogen hydrogen bond length. 

This path is, in fact, either the v2(a
1

) or v3(a
1

) normal mode of 

formaldehyde or is a combination of both. The motion of the 

carbon-oxygen bond was not investigated, in part because of 

the obvious difficulty in constructing four dtmensional surfaces. 

The Photodecomposition to Radical Products 

The process leading to the radical products was 

also investigated, calculations being carried out using the open 

shell version of the CND0/2 programs. The radical products of 

the dissociation are the formyl radical and the hydrogen atom, 

the hydrogen atom being in its ground state since the lowest 

1 
excited state of the hydrogen atom lies well above the n,w* state 

of formaldehyde. 

Calculations were carried out on the formyl radical 

to determine the ground state geometry, the results are tabulated 

below (Table VI). The formyl radical, in the linear configuration 

is a member of the C-v point group. Occupation of the lowest 

lying orbitals results in ~o w and two E orbitals 



t'!Jl.ble VI 

!quilibri~ Ge~~~t~ie~ ~nd T~ansi~ion lnergies of ~o St$te~ @f HCO 

State RCO RCH Theta Transitions 

2Au (G.S.) Calc 1.22 1.11 46° 0-0 VeE't., 

18 obse 1e14 1,08 60o.5° 

2A" C~lc 1 .. 22 )loll oo 1 .. 1~ ~v .. 

18 1,181 1Lo(()4 0@ 1.,33\ lo16 = So"J @'bSJo ®Vo 
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being doubly occupied, and one w* orbital being singly occupied; 

the state being 2~, which is doubly degenerate. The degeneracy 

is lifted by bending the molecule, the occupancy being three (a') 2, 

one (a") 2 and one (a") or three (a') 2 , one (a") 2 and one (a'), and 

the latter configuration is the lowest in energy a2A' state, and 

the former a2A" state. 

The_~~fference in energy between these two states is 

quite small, the 0-0 transition being 1.33 ev18 Because of this 

small energy difference, the two states of the formyl radical must 

be considered as possible dissociation products. 

The reaction path must be specified before the Wigner-

18 Witmer rules can be applied, and the species must be treated as 

belonging to the point group of the least symmetric species present. 

Thus, if the intermediate configuration is of lower symmetry than 

any of the reactants or products, the Wigner-Witmer rules are ap-

plied as if each species were a member of that group. If a planar 

reaction path is specified, the states which correlate with products 

will be those specified in Figure XIII. 

18 The Wigner-Witmer rules specify only the spin and 

symmetry of the state which correlates with a particular state of 

a given symmetry. The non-crossing rule, however, specifies that 

the lowest state of a particular symmetry correlates with the lowest 

energy products, corresponding to a state of that symmetry. Thus, 

the states which correlate with particular products are listed in 

Figure XIII. 

~spection of the virtual orbitals of the ground 

state indicates an n,v* state would correlate with the ground 

2 state productB HCO 2A' and H s2• Calculations were performed 
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on this state to determine whether it correlates smoothly 

with ground state products. The restriction placed on 

the path of decomposition was that the molecule remain 

planar, that is, retains at least C symmetry. 
s 

The calculations were carried out using an open shell 

version of the CND0/2 programs. Only the triplet state was 

investigated as, for reasons given above, the singlet 

state calculati~ns were too unstable for distorted geometries. 

The calculation was performed in an unrestricted manner, that 

is, the orbitals of the m electrons were allowed to differ 

from the orbitals of the 8 electrons and the m = ±!component 
s 

of the triplet was investigated. The state was specified by 

occupying three a~ and one a" a orbitals, and five a~ and 

one a~ S orbitals• also specifying that these be the lowest 

energy orbitals. It was found that this configuration went 

smoothly to the products in their ground state. 

Calculations were performed for a set of coordinates 

which corresponded to a formyl radical at equilibrium 

geometry with a hydrogen atom at a distance of Ji from the 

carbon atom in the plane of the molecule, and on the opposite 

side of the molecule from the formyl hydrogen. The configuration 

was not specified beyond occupying the four lowest a orbitals 

and the six lowest B orbitals. The configuration resulting 

was that corresponding to the n,a* state, and the orbitals 

involved were those occupied in the formyl radical plus one 

other orbital, corresponding to theo*-orbital. 

The path followed by the molecule on dissociation 

was investigated. The formyl radical was investigated with 
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a hydrogen atom at a distance of 3 iiD The angle the hydrogen 

atom made with the carbon oxygen axis was plotted as a function 

of energyo (See Figo XIV) The minimum energy position was 

found to correspond to a geometry in which the carbon oxygen 

hydrogen formed a straight lineo As the distance from the 

carbon decreased, the minimum energy geometry was attained at 

a decreased H-C-0 anglea (See Fig. XV) Thus~ the hydrogen 

atom seems to uuroll off 0
Y 9 that is, as the hydrogen=ca.rbon 

b~nd length increases 9 the bond angle also increaseso This 

means that the molecule is being stablilized by increasing 

the oxygen=hydrog~n overlap. Thus 9 it is reasonable to 

assume further stabilizmtion of the energy will be attained 

by involving a pyramidal or non-planar ~eaction path which 

involves more interaction between the p orbitals on the 

oxygen with the hydrogen l$ orbitala 

It was found that the lowest energy configuration 

w a s t 1m r e e ~ il Q; one a. 0
(1 a, f i v e a. ~ S o n e a ue · tB u n t i 1 t he 

carbon-hydrogen distanc® dec~~2sed to 2 Xo The configu~ation 

giving the lowest energy became three a0 
I] ~ne rfl'3' rn fou'X." ~~~ e 

two a:i'l' 8 9 that is the n,P configuration.. Thus il the two states 

cross at a point very close to producta, and it seems reason= 

able~ then, that the n~w* configuration correlates with the 

2 2 excited state product HCO A + H Sga 

The fact th~t the Wigner=Witmer rules combined with the 

3 non-crossing rule specify the w,W* state a~ the one correlating 

with ground state products ~a opposed to the 3nflom state is not 

at odds with the calculationQ The configuJrBJ.tion .1fif)~ is 
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Figure XIV: Energy of HCO + H (Ground State) as a Function of Theta 2$ 

ENERGY 
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Coordinates: R
1 

= 1.24 R; R2 = 1.09 X; and, R3 = 3.0 R. 
Theta 1 = 46° 
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Figure XV: Energy of HCO + H (Ground State) as a Function of Theta 2. 
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Coordinates: R1 • 1.24 X; a2 • 1.09 X; and, a3 • 2.5 X. 
Theta 1 • 48° 
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the one correlating with these products. The situation is 

analogous to the one for the formation of the molecular 

products.· The configurationw,w* probably corresponds to some 

highly excited state of the product. As the two states 

travel the path to products they approach each other, and 

large mixing of configurations occur. The states will repel 

each other and the 3w ,-rr* state (properly designated as the 3 
A' ) 

will have a larger contribution from the n,a* configuration than 

its own original configuration. As a result, the configuration 

is more a c cur a t e 1 y des c r i bed as n, a* than 11' '"* 
If the reaction path is, in fact, non-planar, the 

correlation diagram will be modified to that in Fig. XIII B •. 

To summarize, the proposed correlation of states 

and prod u c t s is as follows: the ground state correlates with the 

products H2 + 
3 and the 11' , w* 

H2s and the g' 

HCO 
2

A "' and 

the products 

CO, in their ground states, the ground state 

2 
state correlate with the products HCO ~ and 

1~a* and 3n,11'* states correlate with the products 

H2S • 
g 

HCO 2 A' 

The configuration of the state leading to 

and H
2

S is probably n~a* .• 
g 

21 Abrahmson, Littler, and Vo propose that the state 

leading to H2 + CO products in their ground states is 
1n,a~H • 

1 2 
This state is, in the c

2
V point group B

2
, and in non-planar 

1 c 8 symmetry A". The correlation, however, specifies that 

one b 2 or a~ orbital· be doubly occupied, and one b
2 

(n) or 

a~ orbital be singly occupied. When the products arise, the 

b or a •• 2 orbitals correspond to one 11' bonding and 11' antibonding 

orbital on CO, and one I. orbital on H
2

• Thus, specifying 

these electrons among these three orbitals, one being doubly 

occupied, must result in an excited state of either CO or 
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Also, as the symmetry is A" 

products transforming as A1 or A' • 
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it cannot correlate with 

In the case of the radical products, Abrahmson et al 

1 suggest the n,a*CH state as the one giving rise to the 
.,. 2 

products HCO 2A·t + H 2s . In C (planar) symmetry, the orbital 
g s 

o'lr (a'') cannot be specified as all the other a* orbitals 
CB2 

become a~. Also, the interaction of states has not been 

1 considered, and it would be expected that the 1'1',01' state and 

1 
the ground state will mix and thus "repel" each other.· The ·n,a* 

electronic configuration is probably close to that which 

gives rise to these products. However, configuration mixing 

1 .. 
will dictate the lowest· A.,. state as the state giying rise to 

2 ,.., 2 
these products, HCO A~ + H S , as these are the lowest 

g 

products resulting from the split of one H atom from the 

· foraaldt!byde .molecule~ . 

As discussed above, the excited state which smoothly 

correlates with the radical products, in the ground state, 

3 will be the w,~ state, a tripletstate not a singlet state 

as proposed by Abrahmson et al. However, these products 

either may arise as a result of an internal conversion between 

the 3 n , 11' * s t a t e ( 3 A :"_ ) and the 311' , tr-.ic s t a t e ( 3 A.!, ) , or may o c cur 

3 smoothly from the n;·r. state via co.nfiguration mixing if the 

path has no symmetry. 

A Photochemical Mechanism 

Upon excitation to a vibrationally excited level of 

1 the n,a*state a number of possible processes can occur. The 

molecule may have sufficient energy to dissociate, resulting 

in the prod u c t H C 0 2 A:{. + H 2 Sg, or it may inters y s t em c r o s s to 

the triplet state, or finally the vibrational energy may be 

collisionally deactivated, the molecule then existing in the 
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low lying levels of the singlet state. There is also the 

possibility of fluorescence, but as this has not been observed 

1 for the upper vibrational levels of the u,tt state, it will 

not be considered. 

If the molecule exists in the low lying vibrational 

levels of the first excited state it can undergo intersystem 

crossing to the triplet state, internal conversion to the 

high vibratienal levels of the ground state or undergo 

fluorescence. Fluorescence will result in a molecule in the 

lower levels of the ground state, which will undergo no further 

processes of interest. The ground state formed by internal 

conversion, however1 may have sufficient energy to decompose 

and will result in molecular products in their ground states. 

3 The triplet state molecules, .,w*,may either 

decompose directly to products (HCO 2A~- + H2s ) or undergo 
g 

decomposition through a path of c
1 

symmeti.y, resulting in the 

product HCO 2A·' and 2s
8

• The latter is equivalent to inter

system crossing to the 3 ~w~ state, induced by the 

out of plane vibration. The triplet may also be deactivated 

to the ground vibrational levels of this state which can 

phosphoresce, intersystem cross to the ground state, or be 

collisionally reactivated to higher vibrational levels. Of 

these possibilities, emission will not be considered further 

2 as it has only been observed in low temperature matrices . 

The possible processes occuring upon excitation to 

the excited singlet ~n;a * s tate are as follows: 
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Excitation by short wavelengths will result in 

predominance of processes (2), (3), (8)s At higher pressures~ 

there will be some deactivation to the lower levels of S o 

However, at higher temperature (:;a.l00°C) process (l ~) will 

be fast~ ~nd radical products will ~gain predominateo At 

lowe~ ene~gie~, there will be an increase in the number of 

molecules existing in the low lying levelsp resulting in an 
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increase in molecular products. However, once again, 

this will be pressure dependant as, at elevated temperatures, 

the system will obey a Hinshelwood-Lindemann behaviour and 

radical products will predominate. Thus, the conditions 

favouring molecular products will be excitation in the long 

wavelength edge of the absorption b,and, and low pressures& 



Chapter IV 

Suggestions for Further Experiments 

To determine whether such a mechanism involving thermally 

induced activation to higher vibrational levels is operative a study 

of the fluorescence quantum yield (~~) and the fluorescence lifetime 

(Tf) should he made, as a function of pressure at 3655 nm and 100°C. 

This, coupled with a study of the decomposition yield of processes 

I and II as a function of pressure at this temperature, would show 

which of the processes, if any, is thermally excited to predissociative 

levels. 

Further investigations should be carried out on the ratio 

~1/~II and the absolute values of these quantities as a function of 

pressure at various exciting wavelengths. If the thermal activation 

theory is correct, then, at high pressure, all rate constants would 

be independent of exciting wavelength and pressure. If, on the other 

hand, this theory is incorrect, then increasing the pressure will 

affect the value~ of ~f and +11 in the same manner such that a plot 

-1 -1 -1 
of ~f or ~II vs. p will be linear. That is, assuming the fol-

lowing mechanism: 

F 
hV •S* S*: high vibrational levels of 

S* kt •II + HCO the singlet (n,n*) state of 

S* + M ...!.....so +M formaldehyde. 

so kii 
tllz + co 5°: The low vibrational levels 

so kf 
t'F + hv of singlet (n,w*) state of 

formaldehyde. 

lt': The ground state of formaldehydee 

- 70 -



and as ~5o is the only pressure dependent term, 

then__!~. 1 + ki p -]ku + kf 
~f l z ~ 
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and the plot ~f=i vs p=i would be lineare A similaT ~elation for 

.II would be trueo 

The extent of triplet participation in the photochemistry 

of formaldehyde is difficult to assess as there is no phosphorescence 

in the gas phase to monitor its presence.. Ho~..rever, the quantum yield 

30 
could be obtained by measuring th~ cis-trans isomerization of hutene-2 - o 

If any process should ~ri~e exclusively from the triplet state, the 

quantum yield ©f triplet, will be identical to the quantum yield of 

that precess, foy any given set of conditions~ 

Further~ it is to be noted that the transition ~(w*~n) 

14 15 18 has a well resolved spectrum ~ ' • Thus~ direct excitatio~ @f th~ 

tziplet state is possible, and an evaluation of the ~ole of the triplet 

state in the photoch~istry can be g~eatly assisted by a study of the 

produc~s ~f this rea~tiono Specifically, the absence of any product 

resulting from process II will be proof of the sin~let being solely 

resprcm.sible e 

Further studies monitoring the quantum yield of either 

process as a function of the prpssure of known triplet quenchers<;l 

s~ch as dienes or hiacetyl would be useful. The studies with di-

olefinp however, will h~ ~omplicated by the fact that radical pro-

ducts, which arise f~orn states not quenched by di-olefinsp such as 
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singlets, will also be trapped. If, in fact, a di-olefin removes 

more of the radical products (process I) than, say, biacetyl, then 

the amount of radical products arising from a singlet state or a 

short-lived triplet state can be calculated. 

Methods of determining the path leading to the molecular 

products, should they arise from the singlet state, are not straight-

forward. If these products predominate when excitation energy is 

low and possibility of thermal reactivation is low, then it is apparent 

that they do not arise from a decomposing singlet state. Similarly, 

it seems unreasonable to assume an intersystem crossing to a decomposing 

triplet. This suggests that they arise from the crossing to another 

state which is dissociative. Evidence other than the calculations above, 

that it may be the ground state, is not available as the products of 

thermal decomposition arise by virtue of a chain mechanism initiated 

by a disproportionation of two formaldehyde molecules rather than by 

40 
a direct dissociation • That is: 

H2CO + H2CO_. H2COH + HCO 
or 



THE ACETONE PHOTOCHEMICAL SYSTEM 

Chapter V 

A Review of Experimental Information 

The Spectroscopy and Photochemistry 

The acetone photochemical system has received considerable 

1 41=43 attention from many ~esearchers ' e When acetone is excited to 

its lowest lying excited singlet state, ~he 1 n,w* state~ both lumin-

escence ~nd decomposition are observedo It is noted that although 

fine structuTe is ~bse~ed in the absorption spectrum of acetone, 

1 
illumination at all absorbin~ wavelength results in decomposition o 

The spectrum of the luminescence occurs between 3800 nm 2n~ 4700 nm 

1 with a maximum at about 4500 nm for an excitatio~ at 3130 ~-o The 

emission efficiences are approximately 2 x 10-2
s The absorption 

spectrum of acetone has a long wavelength edge at a?proximately 

3500 tc 3600 ~. Thus, the 0-0 transition is not observedj nor is 

1 resonance fluorescence 0 

A recent analysis of the absorption spectrum of acetone 

45 has been carried out which indicates that acetone is bent~ that is9 

the C-~-C skeleton is non-planar with a barrier to inver~ion of 

100 cm~ 1 o CfiDO II calculations showed that the out-of-plane an~le 

is~ 10e45
0 This is compatible with the absence of a 0-0 transition 9 

since the Frank-Condon factors are quite smallo That resonance emission 

is not observed indicates that emission is taking place from the lo'~ 

lying levels of the upper state. 

The luminescence consists of two distinct types~ one 

~ 7] = 
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independent of pressure of known triplet quenchers; the other is the 

major portion, and can be quenched by molecules such as oxygen and 

olefins1 , 44 , 39 , 46 • The quenchable emiss~on, arising from the triplet 

state is classed as phosphorescence. It has a lifetime of about 

.. 42 44 2 x 10- sees and is about 90% of the emission at 3130 nm. The 

non-quenchable part, ascribed to fluorescence from the singlet state, 

9 47 has a lifetime of about 2 x 10- sees 

44 Heicklen observed the ratio of fluorescence to phos-

phorescence .f,.p to be both wavelength and pressure dependent. 

phosphorescence yield increased both with pressure and wavelength 

The 

while the fluorescence yield remained relatively constant, although 

there is a noticeable, albeit slight, increase with wavelength. The 

quantum yield of emission, although weakly dependent on temperature, 

does decrease with temperature, and a negative activation energy of 

about 0.54 kcals/mole has been measured41 • 

Dissociation occurs at all absorbing wavelengths in 

1 the ~w* system • The products of this dissociation are CH~, C2H6, 

biacetyl and other high molecular weight alcohols and ketones in small 

1 quantities • Excitation at 313 nm at temperatures above 100°, and 

excitation at short wavelengths, eg. 253.7 nm results mainly in methane, 

ethane, and carbon monoxide, the quantum yield of carbon monoxide 

being almost unity1 ' 39 • The primary dissociation has been shown to 

result in CH 3 + CHsCO as the products. The acetyl radical then under-

goes thermal decomposition or radical reaction. That the products 

1 are not 2CHs + CO has been shm:m hy iodine inhibition studies e The 

same studies also showed that at elevated temperature or shorter wave-

length, the CHsCO does not dissociate innnediately. It has been proposed 
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thatg when the acetone decomposes, there is excess vibrational energy 

that can be divided between the acetyl and methyl 1radicalso Some 

~cetyl radicals will have sufficient vibrational energy such that 

rapid dissociations can occur1
o 

While the nature of the products of the decomposition 

has been established, the nature of the states giving ~ise to these 

products and the mechanism by which these states undergo decomposition 

must also be consideredo 

Studies of the effect of triplet quenche1rs have sho~~ 

th~t the quenching of products parallels the quenching of phosphoTescence~ 

that is 9 that the triplet ~tate is responsible for a large portion of 

the d iti 1,41,44,39,46 h i i f h ecompos on • T ere rema ns a port on o t e 

decomposition products that is unquenchablee Some researchers ascribe 

39 this to decomposition from the singlet , while others suggest that 

the decomposition results from highly vibrationally excited triplet 

41 41 states formed initially from the singlet • Larson and O'Neil p~o-

pose th~ following mechanism: 

A 
h\r +(one or many steps) T* 

T* k(-.etr) ~H + CH CO 

T* Z[m] -+To 

To 
ko[m]~,n 

Tm 
k(+) 

~II~ + CH:sCO 

Tm 
Zm +To 

To kp 
~ 

k 
To :'~ +A* 

To quench+Ao 
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That is~ the decomposition of th® ~riplet follows two paths, one 

in which the initially foTMed triplet is in some high vibtational 

lev~l T*, which can undergo decomposition in competition with deactiva-

tion to the ground levels of the triplet. The vibrationa_~ly equilibrated 

0 triplet, T ~ can then undergo a thermal unimolecular type decomposition 

in competition with quenching and emissio~ as well as internal conversion 

to the ground stateo 

The manne~ in which the ground vibrational levels of the 

triplet state hec~me populated will have no effect on the lifetime 

of th®~e levels. Thus, a study of the phosphorescence lifetime will 

yield considerable insight into the mechanism removin~ the tripleto 

It is to be noted that, assuming an emission rate constant of approxi

mately 103s-llg emission from the vihrationally ~xcited levels of the 

triplet will not compete with vibxational deactivation which has a 

rate constant of the ©>rde~ of 109!>1- 1s - 1 • 

42 Kaskan and Duncan ~ in their study of the effect of pres-

sure on the triplet lifetime, did not observe a Stern-Volmer relation-

ship, but rather one of the form: 

T~ the lifetime 

A steady state treatment of the above mechanism gives: 

3T- 1 ~ k + k
1 

+ 3kd (uni) 
P e 

(k + k1 ) + (k + ki )[Z/k£] + ko m 
= p c p c 

1 + [zm/kc] 

If k1 ~ (k + ki ); k! = Z/~);k2 ~ [(kl + k3) + ko] the p c . 

new equation of Larson and O'Neal ~educes to a form similar to that 



TABLE VIII 

Kinetic Data on Acetone by Larson & OwNea141 

RATE CONSTANT VALUE 

k0 k(£)M 

ZM + k( ) 

k 109.81=5e95/9 M-18-1* 
0 

k k(e:~ 0 . 

k = C9 . z 

kic 

kT 

* 6 = 2o303 RT 

Unquenchable Decomposition 

A* 
CIC 

s 

Ec 

S-1 
A*· (E-Ec) 

@!@ E 

1011 .. 1 5-1 

5 .. 7 - 7.6 

-1 s 
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originally proposed by Kaskan and Duncan. The data obtained from 

42 the lifetime and pressure studies of Kaskan and Duncan and Groh 

41 42 48 Luckey and Noyes ' ' ,. were treated by this mechanism, and their 

results are collected in Table VI·I. 

44 The phosphorescence quantum yields of Heicklen provide 

more evidence in favour of this type of scheme. The phosphorescence 

quantum yields show a marked effect of wavelen~th. If the triplet 
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formed is of high energy, then the rate of decomposition will be much 

higher in relation to deactivation. Also, at short wavelengths a 

4Q 
deactivati~g collision, which normally removes from 6-10 kcals/mole · , 

would bring the vibrationally excited species to a level which still was capable 

of dissociating, not to the ground level. The effect of pressure at 

any wavelength will be, in general, to increase the yield of ground 

vibrational triplet, which can then phosphoresce. However, an in-

crease in pressure will also raise the unimolecular decomposition rate 

constant. Thus, at 3130nm an increase in pressure can reduce the 

quantum yield of phosphorescence. 

This argument was tested on the phosphorescence data of 

43 41 Luckey and Noyes • It can be shown that the quantum yield of phos-

phorescence, ~ , in the scheme suggested by Larson and O'Neal will be: 
.P 

QP = QT* /kfe*;m+ zm)(kp >~k + 3k ) \ l ' ic uni 

QT*' the quantum yield of triplets, will be close to unity, and will, 

therefore, be little affected by pressure. 

rearranging yields: 

Substituting for 3k . and un1 



Fm • 1 + k(s*) 
Zm 

m1 is the pressure at which k = ~~ 
~ uni 

=~ 
z 

= koo 
ko 

The plot'of (0 F )- 1 vs m was linear. 
·p m Xm 

The kinetics of the non-quenchable decomposition were 

41 considered and the results are in Table I. The pre-exponential 

factors and activation energy are so close to those for the triplet 
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decomposition that it is reasonable to ascribe residual decomposition 

to the vibrationally excited triplet. 

The normal values of the pre-exponential factors for uni

molecular decomposition are of the order of 10 1350 , 51 while the pre-

exponential factors for the acetone decomposition or of the order of 

1010. 

This low pre-exponential factor led Larson and O'Neal 

to state that the process occurs via a spin-forbidden triplet singlet 

conversion. However, if the transition to a repulsive singlet state 

takes place, it would seem even more likely the spin allowed transi-

tion to the correspondinp, triplet would take place, as the triplet 

t.rould lie lm..rer in energy. It is, in fact, difficult to make an 

assignment in this case as very little is known about the probability 

of these vihronic transitions. Until an accurate calculation of these 

probabilities of transition to either singlet or triplet is made, 

no more than tentative assignment of the state undergoin~ decomposi-
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tion can be made. 

Thus, while the expreimental information concerning 

the decomposition of acetone is more detailed than that of form

aldehyde, there remain many of the same problems, that is, the cor

relation of states with products, and the path taken as the molecule 

dissociates. The following study was undertaken to investigate these 

questions. 



Chapter VI 

Calculation on the Acetone System 

The investigation of acetone was similar to that of 

formaldehyde. The size of acetone, both in terms of the size of the 

basis set and the large number of degrees of freedom, severely limited 

the number and type of calculation that could be carried out. Thus~ 

only the ground state and some excited triplet states were investigated. 

In the optimization of geometries, there are twenty-four 

dependent variables. The use of symmetry can reduce this some~.;rhat, 

but a large number still remains. As a result, certain parameters 

were fixed at values corresponding to the average value found for 

similar types of molecules. The equilibrium geometry was chosen to 

be of c2v symmetry~ the C(CO)C skeleton planar with one hydrogen from 

each methyl lying in the plane, pointing towards the other (see Figure XV). 

The methyl hydrogens were assumed to have equivalent bond lengths and 

angles. The H-C-H angle was chosen as the tetrahedral angle, 109°27' 

and the H-C-C bond angle was also 109°27'. When the dissociation Has 

investigated, the geometry of the methyl group was varied. The methvl 

was treated as a pyramid, the C-H honds of equal length, and the C-C 

bond was perpendicular to the base. The geometry of the methyl group, 

then, is a function of ,, the H-C-C bond angle. 

The final assumption was that the C-H bond distance lvas 

fixed as 1.09 R. The two C-C honds were considered equivalent, and 

the two C-C-0 angles equal. Thus, the geometry can he specified roy 

three parameters: the C-C-C hond angle, R1, the C-O bond length and 
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R
2

, the C-C bond length. Unfortunately, this parameterizat~on will 

introduce some inaccuracy into the calculated geometries. 

The Ground State and Excited State Geometries 

The ground state of acetone, in c2v symmetry, has the 

following molecular orbitals: nine a
1 

orbitals, seven b2 orbitals, 

four b
1 

orbitals, and, two a
2 

orbitals. The b
1 

and a
2 

orbitals are 

w type orbitals, that is, they receive contributions from only the 

Pz orbitals of carbon and oxygen, and the four out of plane hydrogen 

ls atomic orbitals, and therefore, have a node in the plane of the 

molecule. 

The orbitals are occupied in the following order, two 

electrons in each orbital: la
1

, 2a
1

, lb
2

, 3a
1

, lb1 , 2b 2 , 4a1 , la2, 

3b2 , 5a
1

, 2b
1

, 4h2 • The lowest unoccupied orbitals are 3b1 and 6a1 • 

The excited states were prepared by exciting an electron 

from the occupied orbitals 4h2 or 2b
1 

(n or w) to the unoccupied 

orbitals 3b1 or 6a1 (w* or a*). 

The equilibrium geometries were optimized by the same 

technique as was used in formaldehyde.(see page33) and the results 

of the calculations are collected in Table VIII., 

The Decomposition to Radical Products 

The products of the decomposition of acetone are the 

methyl and acetyl radicals. The methyl radical is assumed formed 

in the ground state as its lowest lying excited state lies 5.7 ev 

ahove the ground staee. The acetyl radical, however, is similar to 

the formyl radical in that there is a low lying excited state, so 

calculations were performed on the acetyl radical. 
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State 

GS 

3 
n'IT* 

3mr* 

3 na* 

3'IT* 

TABLE VIII 

* Equilibrium Geometries of Various Electronic States of Acetone 

Geomet1eies Transitions ev 

RCC K RCO _R Theta 0-0 VeT tical 

lo46 1 .. 28 119° 

1J~7 1 .. 33 126° 2.,0 2ol 

1,44 1.39 123@ 3.4 3o7 

lo52 1.32 162° BoB 9o58 

1 . .,42 1.,50 147° lOoO llo59 

All geometries assume RCH l.o9 X, < HCH 109@27' < H-CC 109°27i and r. 2v symmetryo 
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Figure XVI 

The Coordinates Varied in the CalculationS on Acetone 

H H 

R CH R CH 

R3 (C-C) 

0 



2 Acetyl, in the linear configuration, is a E state, 

belonging to the C point group. This degenerate state is split 
3v 

2 2 2 by bending to a A' and A" state, the A' state having the lowest 

energy. The equilibrium geometries of these states were calculated, 

and are tabulated below (see Table IX). As the ~rgies of these 
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states are so close, they must both be considered as possihle products. 

The Wig~r-Witmer rules, when applied to acetone give the 

same results as in formaldehyde (see Figure XIII). The methyl radical 

2 in the C point group is considered as A'. Thus, the ground state 
s 

3 and ~* states lead to the ground state products, while the two ~* 

states correlate with the excited state products. 

3 The ~* state may cross to the ~~* surface via the out 

of plane vibration and will thus correlate with the ground state pro-

ducts. This is not unreasonable, as the molecule has been shown to 

45 be non-planar in the q~* state. 

The most unambiguous means of determining the correlation 

of a set of electronic states with their products, and the geometry 

changes occurring as the molecule decomposes is to do a complete CI 

solution. However, it is to be noted that, as was stated above, 

when an electronic state is well separated from other interacting 

states, the mixing is very small. Thus, the single confi~uration 

wavefunetion will not differ greatly from that of the CI wavefunction, 

and the behaviour will be expected to be similar. Some useful in-

formation can thus be found concerning the decomposition path of a 

molecule in a particular electronically excited state from a simple 

SCF calculation. 
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,, 
TABLE XX 

The Equilib~ium Geometries of Two States of Acetyl Radical 

Geometry Transition ev 

State RCO }{ RCC R Theta 0-0 Vertical 

GS 2A0 lo2 1 .. 43 43° 

2Auu la2 1.,4 oo OolJ lo4 

Assume the angle H~C-C ;::g {ffingle H-C-H = 109°27' and R C-H 109 jt 



As in the case of formaldehyde, it was found that the 

3 configuration n,a* lead to the products HCO and II in their ground 

electronic states, 3 the acetone n,o* state was investigated as 

a possible source of radical products. This state was i~vestigated 
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at two methyl-carbon internuclear distance of the leaving methyl 

radical. These were 1.7 Rand 2.75 X. As described above, the ~eometry 

of the methyl group was varied, and the two angles 91 and 92 were 

varied separately. 

The angle e
2 

was optimized and found to he 110° for a 

C-CH
3 

bond length of 1.7 R. The other variables were then optimized 

and the angle 9
2 

was reomptimized, and found to be 114° (see Figure 

XVII and Table :x)., The angle cf> is 113°, greater than the 109°27' it 

was originally fixed at, and this is probably similar to the angle 

in the ground state. 

A similar calculation '"as carried out for a C-CH3 bond 

length of 2.75 R, and the results are tabulated below (see Table IX). 

The angle 92 was found to be 175°, (see Figure XVIII), indicating 

that as the carbon-carbon bond stretches, the methyl group "rolls off" 

around the oxygen in a manner similar to the hydrogen atom in the 

decomposition of formaldehyde. The methyl group, as seen by a value 

for cf> of 95°, is a,proaching the planar geometry of the ground state 

methyl radical. The acetone geometry is approaching the ~eometry of 

the acetyl except the value of e
1

, which is midway between the value 

for the excited and ground states of acetyl. This may he a result 

of incomplete optimization of all the variables. 

Discussion 

The results of the calculations on acetone are similar 

to those done on formaldehyde. 3 The n,a* SCF state gives rise to 
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ENERGY 

A. U. 

-43.915 

-43.920 

-43.925 

THETA 2 

Figure XVII: Variation of the Energy of an Acetyl Radical with a Methyl 

radical:at a dista~ce of. 1.72 R with the angle Theta 2. 

Coordinates: R
1 

= 1.28 R: R2= 1.44 R; and, R3 = 1.72 R. Phi: 113.0° 

Theta 1 = 55° 
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ENERGY 

A.U .. 

-43.820 

Figure XVIII: Variation of the Energy of an Acetyl Radical with a Methyl 

radic2l at m distance of 2.75 X with the angle Theta 2. 

Coordinates: R
1 

= 1.25 X; R2 = lo44 X; and, R3 ~ 2~75 ~~ Phi: 95° 

Theta 1 !l;i; 15° 



TABLE X 

The equilibri~ geometries for values of R
3 

(C-C) 

of 1.,7 Rand 2 .. 75 & 

R
3

(C=C) RCO R2C-C 81 82 

lo1 X lo28 R 1.44 R .550 115° 113° 

2o75 X lo25 R 1044 X 15° 175° 95° 
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2 2 2 the ground state products, A' CH
3
co and A'( A2) CH

3
, and the leaving 

group "rolls off" around the oxygen atom. The Wigner-Witmer rules 

predict that the states giving rise to the ground state products are 

3 the ground state and ~* state of acetone, while those giving rise 

2 2 2 to the excited state products, A" CH
3
co and A' ( A2) CH

3
, are the 

3 two n~* states (see Figure IV). The n,~* state presumable internally 

3 converts to the ~1* via the out of plane vibration, or, if considered 

as going through a c
1 

symmetric transition state, then the Wigner-Witmer 

3 rules predict the ~~* state will correlate with the ground state 

products. 1 However, the possibility remains that the ~* state and 

3 
~* state may dissociate directly to products which will be the 

excited state products. 

As was mentioned above, there are at least two distinct 

paths for decomposition of the excited states of acetone, that which 

can be quenched by addition of olefins and other known triplet quanchers, 

ascribed to the triplet state, and a smaller unquenchable quantity. 

While the evidence is quite compelling in the former case, it is more 

difficult to determine the source of the latter. Larson and O'Neal41 

. propose that this residual decomposition arises from a highly vibra-

3 1 
tionally excited ~* first formed on intersystem crossing from the ~* 

39 
originally formed (see above) while Cundall and Davis propose the 

1 
~ as the source of this decomposition. 

Both systems are, in fact, quite reasonable. Hmo1ever, 

if the singlet state is capable of decomposition, this does not mean 

the initially formed triplet cannot undergo decomposition in competition 

with vibrational equilibration. Both the singlet and the triplet can 

be responsible for the fraction of the decomposition to radical products 
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that is unquenchable by addition of known triplet quenchers, in 

normal amounts. 

It has been found from iodine quenching studies that 

the product acetyl is formed in two distinct forms, one fraction 

having sufficient energy to decompose directly, the other fraction, 

the larger, capable of undergoing reactions before decomposition. 

The fraction of decomposing acetyl is 0.07 at 3130 nm and 0.22 at 

2537 na. It is possible that this may arise because some acetyl 

is formed as the 2A" excited state while the remainder as the 2A' 

state, the former decomposing more readily than the ground state. 

2 Alternatively, an acetyl A' formed in vibrationally excited state 

may decompose before being vibrationally equilibrated. The effect 

of wavelength on the quenchable acetyl is compatible with both 

postulates. 



CONCLUSION 

·chapter VI 

Discussion 

A number of electronic states of acetone, acetyl, formaldehyde, 

and formyl were investigated to determine their role in the photochemical 

1 process occurring upon excitation of the (n*+n) transition. The equil-

ibrium geometries, 0-0 and vertical transitions were also determined. 

and good agreement was found '1:\fith experimental data. r1any of the states 

investigated have not been observed experimentally, and comparison was 

made with the results of calculations performed by other researchers. 

Good agreement, with a few exceptions, was obtained. 

The study of the decomposition processes indicates that the 

process II decomposition of formaldehyde arises from the ground electronic 
I 

state. This is predicted by the tviguer-Witmer rules, and the potential 

surface of the ground state shows, clearly, that it correlates smoothly 

to the ground state products H? and CO. This process would occur, upon 
"'" 

excitation to the singlet n,n* state by an internal conversion from the 

singlet to high vibrational levels of the ground state. There is also 

the possibi.lity of intersystem crossing from the triplet n,n* state. The 

possibility of triplet involvement in this mode of decomposition could 

be investigated directly by a direct excitation to the triplet n,n* state. 

The behaviour of the decomposition of acetone and formaldehyde 

to radical products is quite similar. The t,Jig:~r ... Witmer rules predict the 

same states giving rise to the radical products in their ground and final 

excited states. More detailed calculation, involvin~ configuration inter-

action, should be made to determine the symmetry of the path followed, 

- 93-
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h it d 1,3 * d 3 * d as t ese exc e states, n,~ an ~,~ states, ecompose. 

A possible mechanism has been proposed, one incorporating 

a Larson and O'Neal type mechanism for the triplet decomposition, which 

is the same for both acetone and formaldehyde. Excitation to the singlet 

state is followed by possible direct decomposition of the singlet state, 

vibrational equilibration to the low levels of the singlet, or intersystem 

crossing to the high levels of the triplet state. The vibrationally 

equilibrated singlet state can either intersystem cross to the triplet, 

internally convert to the ground state, in the high vibrational levels, 

or fluoresce. The triplet state, in the high vibrational levels, can 

decompose immediately, or be vibrationally deactivated to the low levels 

of the triplet state. This vibrationally equilibrated triplet can phos-

phoresce, be reactivated to the dissociative levels of the triplet, or 

intersystem cross to the ground state, in the high vibrational levels. 

The mode of decomposition of the singlet and triplet state 

may be either direct decomposition, or crossing to the surface of the 

3n,n* state. 

In the fo~aldehyde system, the internal conversion to the 

ground state results in molecular products. That there is internal con

I version from the acetone n,n* state to the ground state, is not known. 

3 Formaldehyde does not emit from the n,~* state, in the gas phase, but 

as formaldehyde is a small molecule, spin-orbit coupling will not he very 

large and the rate constant for emission will be small compared to the 

rate of activation to excited levels. At low temperature, ~~1en thermal 

3 activation is not significant, formaldehyde does emit from the n,n* state. 
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TABLE XI 

The Eigenvectors of Formaldehyde in the Ground Electronic State, at Equilibrium Geometry 

Virtual Orbitals 

Symmetry Sa1 3b2 ·4a 1 2bl . 
Atoudc Orbitals HlS -.115ib6 -.'+61998 .512785 .oooooo 

BlS -.1157&6 • lt61998 .512785 -.oooooo 
C2S -. 2.7 lt9 4b. • oon.ooo - ....6.1-9 3.1t.C.. ..0..0.00.0" 
02S .363587 -.oooooo .D70&t98 -.oooooo 
C2P .oooooo • 7l9 D«t2 .oooooo -.oooooo 
02Px - • 0 0 0 0 0 0 -.203993 -.oooooo -.oooooo 
C2Px .691818 .oooooo -.240467 -.oooooo 
02Py • 53 5531 -.oooooo .166501 .oooooo 
C2P~ • 0 Q 0 0 n 0 - .. naoooo - • 0.0 0.0 0...0 •..Z6!tU9 
02P • 00 000 0 .oooooo .oooaoo e61tlt95, z 

Occupied Orbitals 

Symmetry 2b2 lbl 3a1 lb2 2a1 la1 
Atomic Orbitals BlS .£t02066 -. ooo ouo· .199791t -.353389 -.lt03539 -.11tlt5Z8 

HlS;1-. LtO 20 86 .oooooo .199794 .353389 -.403539 -.11tlt528 
C2S -. 00000-0. .. aooooo -....0.31423 •. Q 00 0 Q.Q_ -.54t8&8J -..4.88& .. 9 
02S .oooooo -.oooooo .300870 -.oooooo .412216 ·-.776138 
C2P • 294 721 -.oooooo -.oooooo -.617768 -.oooooo .oooooo X 
02P - • 7 b 7 9 8 0 .oooooo -.oooooo -.607120 .oooooo -.oooooo X 
C2P yO • 0 0 0 0 0 0 -.aooooo .4<30078 -.oooooo -.367733 .29&917 
02P - • 0 0 0 0 0 0 .oooooa -.lb7123 .oooooo -.260979 -.1&9988 .... 
C2Py .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •. 61:t495.7. .... a o a o o a -... o oo o ao . ....000040 •.,.000.000 0 z 
02P • o o a o o o .7blt219 .oooooo -.aoooaa .oooooo .oooooo z 



TABLE XI 

The Eigenvectors of Formaldehyde in the Ground State at Equilibrium Geometry 

•1" b* c* a* a* b* a* b* 2 1 1 2 2 ~ 2 a * Symaetry 1 

· ·· · · - . _ . . 1 Atomic 
.os572B -·i26oo~ .oooooo .ooeo6o .oooooo .26i9i9 •,496So9· ~.412343 .o3sts~- torbitals 

. -~·~4jiq4 __ ... -~QQ560~ ··~B4Q6?·. -•i92122 e3s2e~6. ;.~9?ej2 •OQ7.537 -.,2o~tq6o .3~5~Ft2' 
• • 9 ~ ~ 12 4 • • g 0 S 6 0 ~ • ~ 8 4 Q ~ ~ : • •l 9 2121 • • 3 5 ~ ~ ~!. ~ • 2 q? 812· • Q 0 7 5 ~ 7 • • 2 0 4 q 6 0 • ~ t) 5 Q ~ 2 · I RlS 

, .oss728 •12600, .oooooo .ooeo6o -.oooooo •• 261919' -.4-96S-o9· ,412343 .o3Sts~. 
···,()41ig4 •005605 ••2B4o62 -.192121 ••35z826 .2.22A~ .Jiij_7SJ7 .204Q60· ... -L~_5~_a_~_~_:_ 
.... o411'?f4 • n os-oos • 2a4· o·6·2 -=;I9'2T22 .!s-~·~2~ --:;iq2Ff12. . •. o-o ts3-7-:- • 2 04q6 o ·• 3 ,so R 2 _ 
-~-·ao-a~-3'~------·~oo6~t .... oooooo ... ~21931 ... ~_._u_ooo.On .. _ ;.o$943? • i-e-Q24o· -·"36~33 '& •• ,.r;J4A .. , J c2s 
···t91344 •oooooo· .oooooo- ,·59o3Sb .oooonl · •• oooooo .ol36q9- ,ooonoo ;322J47 
;. • o 6 P. 9 3' - • ~ o o 6? i ~ . o o o o o o -. g 21 9 31 • o o o o 5o • o ~ cz 4 ~ 9 • i a 9 2 4 o • 4 3 ~ ~ 3 3 . - • ~~-J 4 .q 7 

e334535 ·~OOOOn •eOOOOOO ••115961 •eOOnooo .000000 ,o76635 -.ooonoo -.on~~7~ 028 
·- ... is4~46 .2as2~9 -.oooooo •• 4s4o4o -.oon~oo · .39iB42 • .0,?.2964 .o4_~~~-o.;__· !l-~ji!5.?J 
- .... ~-oo-o·~-o .~,r7-lf6'14 -.g-o·o·~-og .oooooo .tfo~QQQ .o9-:zJ2-7--;;~QQoooo · •• T31742 -·~". O!}QQ c2Px 

. •184~46 .zss269 .oooooo .4S404o .oooool: •• ~Q1842 ·.o2?96~ .o49660 -.o,~7~2 
•.nooono. -•l3F,7Js .oooooo •• oooooo ·-.oooooo •• o4nS-31 -.ooo-ooo ,049q16 .o,ono9 02Px 

... ~ n7 9 s 4 6 · · -·;;.. • 3 3 i o o ~ • o o o o o o · • ~ 11 o 19 · • o o 5 2 0 5 · · ... 3 o 4 6 6 ~ ---. 4 ~? o s 6 ·-- - • 2 o 1 i 6 6 • ~a , ~,:, ~ J 
: • ~ 9 3 8 ~ 2 • 0 0 ~ Q ~ n • Q 0 0 Q 0 Q . • 114 8 56 • 0 0 ~ Q Q Q ~ • 0 Q Q 0 0 0 • 1 0 0 1 i 7 • 0 0 0!! 0 0 • 1 = 8. 54 r C2P 

.... n7~Si6 e33l004 •,oO~OOQ .071079 ·~-Q-2.200 •• ]_o_~~l_o ·~~7o_.?_F.t_ ~-071~-~_,_._~nJ_R":J . y 
.~~,~~? •QOQQO~ -.oooooo •• 231724 ... oongoQ • • Qgg~go .• ~~~o~~ •• ooo~go -.~o3l~Fa3 o2P 

, • , o o o , n. • o o no o o • 4 a 2 9 7 a ~. o o o o o 1 , so 1 o 2, _ • o o o o o o • o o o o o o ... o on, o o • o n ·o· rro n J Y 
...... 9 o ~ 9 2 2 ... 2 Q o o o ~ .. • • ~ o a 216 • o o o o o o .... o on o o Q : • ·Q o o o Q o • 2 Q 9 o 6 o •• o o, ~ o o • Q 2 ~ ~ 2 ~ . c2P z 

.n9oono •ooooon .482978 ,oooooo ·•oS01o2~ .oonooo .oooooo .ooonoo -.onQnoQ . 
-.o~~ooo. •oooooo .-2o99o2 -.oooooo .oooooo ~.oooooo -.oooooo ,ooonoo -.ooonoo _.tl2~z 

* see note on page 103 
.... 
0 .... 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 

b :· 
2. a2 . a ,.. 

1 
b • 

2 . 
b Ill 

1 .. 

~o~oooo .oti64~. · .oooooo -.~bi2~3 •• j4j4~q -.ijooo~~ .285762 •• 3oq21~ .nooooo 
•e230J45 .oaot;9() :.2t4ooo. -~-a7eJ::f2 e2-2n2"S"7. ~35"1+27.9 -.1S9-s97 -:;-;-tf't0Trf9 ... \' .• i&·s-432 
.2~o~~+s. .osas90 .214g90. -.ii76a32 ·22o287 -. 3s4z7~ -.ts9a97 --.o7o1~9 ~.a65432 
.oonnoo ~ -.ott64o .•• ooooo~ .301253 .~43459 .oooooo ·285762 •309214 •• aoooQo 

_-._2_;3_0_3_~~~ ~UlAQS_~n ~.2_l400Q - ··276Bi2. -·22q287 ~.~Sit279 ·-.159897 e07Ql99 II .265432 
.• 230~45_ ~. Q_8QS9Cl_ . _. 214000 . •. 2 76832 _ ~?-~o_gB? _ -!.~54279 ·.-, !.?98J_! _!.0_? ~ 1 ~~- --·?~~~~~-

- ~ 0 0 0 Q 0_0._ . • ll r~ 6 ~ ,. • 0 0, Q Q 0·. . ... ':» 3? 9 ~ 1 .• n 2 5 t3 _9 - .... ~ .n 0_ 0 o. 0 0 ... -. "-3 0 5 0 6 .• 1 ? 2 7 n ~ - .• 0~~-.Q. 0 0 0 J 
-.oooooo .oo~oon -:•oo~qQo .· ~..O.ll-35. ..!!~.o.o.o.on. ~.gu.uu.oQ .. -~·+3.936& .. ~.uooogu ..•• aooooo 

eOOQQOO -·111~6~ •• OOQQQO ,•..._Q~.1..9~l ~·~2~~3~ •eQOOOO~ _••0~0506 ~12?!~~- ... ~QQQOQO 
~.oooooo .onoooo ..• oooooo -·t466s8 anoooo, .oooooo .403199 -.uo"ooo .oonooo 

. __ ._q_n~OO_Q_~ e33oil.~·- ... 000~00 --.gr3?i}1- ;)·'.-nl9Ft . ·;20000Q . -~i93614. -.,188962 -··:-.QQQOQQ J 
•aO~OQOO •,314937 .~0999~ ••200020 ·•al9~6B3 -.gOOOOQ ,gOOOOO a41Q645. .OOQQQO 
.ooonoo .330114 ... ooQooo · ~o732n7 •J4ol96 .oooooo ••193614 -·18R9~~ .oooooo _ 
• 0 9 Q ~ 0 ft • 7, 7 7 6 r; - • Q Q Q Q ~ Q .. ·• 0 ~ n 0 n 0 ~· ... -. 3 50 0 j 3 . - • 0 0 Q 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 4 8 n. n 2 i - • 0 0 0 0 0 {) . 

·•eOQOOOO •al4~~1~ •• OOQOQQ _ ·~~~2~1 ·~9~6!~ •QOOOOQ ··a339938 •371~~~ , .OQQOOO J 
-.oQg~oo .• ooooon .oooQoo ••4229~9 ••ooooo~ . •oooooo .19h046 ··OO('ono .. ,..ooqooo 
-.onnooo .. 14561'). .oooooo •3Z52ql ·••29667t -.oQoooo .339938 ·•a374A43 ... nooooo 
-.o-o·n·oou- ... ;ooo~o-n· ·.ooooQQ .~ot~CJ~. ·•9Q~oo~. ··oooooo- ~··,53912 .oooo6Q ~.oooooo 

.l292ZO .oono~o •• 228571 .nononn .ooooon ••498972 .oooooo ~.oonnno .444735 J 

.~?._l6Q$· .QQQOOO ... 42A~JJ~ ·- .cjo!·(}2o·. ~ •·2QQOOn ~.oooooo ~-2uoooo .·oo~QQQ ··.,.:74i6-2 · 

.12q~2o -·Q~QQOCJ ~-·22~~71 •9~~g2q ••oooooq ·~98~7? .nooooo ··009999 · .4~~735 · 
--.~741~2 -.oonooo • 72704A . .oono~o__ •00009_(t_ .~oQ.ooo~. __ .o~oooo ··~o.onooo ~·312,38 

Symmetry 

Atomic 
·orbitals 

HlS· 

C2S 

0'28 

C2P 
X 

02P 
X 

C2P 
y 

02P 
y 

C2P z 

02P z 

.-
0 
N 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 

- --
1- :' 

a· b2 ·a a.· Symmetry 1 . . ~ ._ . . 1 . 
.•• ;)qp924 • 178~77 -~- _!_ ~3~ c;_~!!- .Jil j ~-\70 Atomic 
-·.2JQb ro- ... 249~44 -.122101 •!20~66 Orbitals 
.~.~3q670 ,249C:.~4 -.1~2l0l .120166 HlS 
•eQ9~9?~ ... 178~77 · .,. • 2'3252n .113170 
-.239670 ... 249&544 -.t221~1 .i2o166 
-~·~~q67Q -.·249544 --1~2\Q~ .120166 
<111.173961 - •. ~~?!.o 1 -~-·-) ~ _Q~ ?Z. . : :-~}!~~f J = ~--;· 3ii4242- -.oooootJ -.o7B43, C2S 
Ol.i7396i ,492701 -.3~03?~ .3t2q59 

--cw,2l236q .ooonoo -~~6~Q~-- ,554097 02S 
-;;3~73?. ,046902 -.o~o~~~ ··.·i l6662 J .oooooo ,4tsn23 .ooot"f)O • QQo·ooo C2P 

X 
-.43Q737 .046Q02 .OQOQ26 -•.116662 

.... oooooo ,196449 .ooooon .•• oooooo 02P 
... 093521 ,07n492 ··1'13144 ·•• OA5t80 ] 

X 

- .... 1720 1, .oooijoo .... 4c;744A .... i iAS95 C2P 
-.oqJS21 -.070492 --.tn3;·44 ·•• OR5180 y 

.~36202 •• ooonoo .oi3nnii ,167694 02P .. . . .. . .oooooo J 
y ,oooooq ..... ooonoo .ooonon 

eQOQOOQ -!Dooonoo -.ononon ·•.oonooo C2P 
z 

e()OQOQQ .... ooonoo -.ononoo .oooooo 
6 . . . - .oooooo .oooooo .•• ooonoo oOOOOOO 02P z 

NOTE: The Starred Orbitals are. the unoccupied (Virtual) Orbitals. 

The H's are in two groups of three, in the following order: in 

plane; above plane; and, below plane. The first group is associated 

with c
3

, the second with c2• The carbons are in the following 

order: c2 ; c1 ; and, c3• (See Figure XV~.) 




